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recently received a U.S. patent for its
tow-launch technique, which company officials say will cut in half the
cost of launching a satellite into
space.

HISPANIC BUSINESS

AT DEADLINE

Molina Medical Center Signs
Over Contracts
In spite of massive efforts on
behalf of Molina Medical Center
to develop its commercial patient
base or acquire a commercial
health care plan, the medical center was forced to sign a letter of
intent to transfer Medi-Cal contracts to Maxicare Health Plans,
Inc.
Molina Medical Center had
received contracts worth up to
$1.7 billion to serve the Inland
Empire's Medi-Cal recipients.
But state and federal rules mandated that no more than 75 percent of its patient base be
Medicaid beneficiaries. Virtually
all of Molina's customers receive
Medicaid, said Kassy Perry,
Molina spokesperson.
This ruling came as a surprise
to Molina Medical Center, which
had been informed by the state of
California that their three-year
waiver continued through 1997.
Instead, Molina was contacted
two months ago, by way of a 24hour notice, that they were out of
compliance.
"We found out that the state
had failed to file the necessary
waiver," Perry said. "So, at that
point, the state was embarrassed."
At Molina's expense, the
state filed against Molina

continued on Page 14

As part of the system, a modified
Boeing 747 uses a 1000-foot plastic
cable to tow the company's Eclipse
Astroliner high into the sky. At
45,000 feet, the Astroliner starts its
engines, releases the cable and

by rhe

climbs to 400,000 feet, where liS
satellite payload .s released. Two

ion ( r IDJ! On i (rrand St) le

rocket boosters push the satellite into
orbit and the Astroliner returns to

In a world away from rhe maddening crowd, Karen and Kelly Courie exchange
heart·shaped lake at beaut1[11l Grand Traditions.

by Rebecca Jo James
The inlaid brick path leads by a
gently Oowing fountain. Whtte rod-

\'Ows

weddings-they have opened theJT
doors to the corporate world by hosting meetings, conferences, corporate
parties and seminars. They've also

iron chairs and a table are shaded
under a gazebo, and brick planters

gained popularity by hosting a dinner

are overflowing with the sweet smell
of stock, poppies and alyssum.
Nestled in the midst of this beauty is
Grand Traditions, a Victorian two-

open to the public.
Manager Don McDougal said

and dance event once a month that is

the mansion has earned a reputation

Earth.
"The KSf Eclipse tow-launch
technique represents a maJOr step
forward in the advancement of reliable low-cost access to space and the
most efficient means of launch that
has yet been devised," said its inven-

tor Michael Kelly, KST president and
CEO.
Kelly hopes the new technique

and became a reality in the middle of
an old orange grove.
Located in Fallbrook, just out-

that extends beyond Fallbrook.
"Our typical guest comes from a
150-mile radius/' he said. " We're
bringing in 1,000 to I ,500 visttors a
weekend. People are Oying in from

side of Temecula, Orand Traditions

all over the world to attend a wed-

originally began as a rece ption ball
for couples getting married. Although
that tradition is still carried on-their

ding here, which is great for the community."

companies to deliver their satellites
into space economically, which will
enhance the pubhc's ability to communicate by cell phone worldwide
and access an even bigger Internet.
And someday KSf's approach

continued on Page 42

continued on Page 36

story mansion that began as a dream

primary business on the weekends is

Brow

will

enable

telecommunications

s- Gloves for Small Bu

Striking a blow for small businesses, Congressmap
George
Brown, Jr., (D-San Bernardino) has
joined forces with a bipartisan congressional group in support for the
Small
Business Development
Centers (SBDC).
Working in conjunction with
the
House
Appropriations
Committee, Brown is asking it to
restore funding to the SBDC that
was cut by 24 percent. The admin-

istration had recommended that the
funding shortfall be made up by
charging fees to those using the service. But Brown believes that
would jeopardize entrepreneurs.
"It is my fear that entrepreneurs will not seek out the help of
SBDCs if they have to pay for the
service," Brown said. " Remember,
most people who start up businesses don't have a large amount of
capital. In fact, they usually put

their own financial health on the
line in pursuit of starting a new
business."
The Inland Valley Development
Agency recently reported that a
joint SBDC-business incubator
project at the forrner Norton Air
Force Base has now become the
home for 16 businesses employing
60 people. This happened within

continued on Page 6
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Renaissance Entertainment No Fairy Tale

Sun Wins Latest Battle in Newspaper War

by Mathew Padilla

The results are in for the latest battle between the Inland Empire's three
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Noble kings, brave knights and
drunken peasants are the images
that have attracted visitors to the
Renaissance Pleasure Fatre for 35
years. But those images have
become a corporate masquerade,
they are fairy tale remnants of what
was once a nonprofit fair aimed at
reveling in history, but has become
a corporate function aimed at the
bottom hne.
And the bottom hne doesn't
look so good.
Renaissance
Entertainment
Corp., which took over the fatr a
few years ago, lost $3.6 million
over the past year. And the Inland
Empire fa ir, one of five the company runs nationall y, was not as profitable as expected, accordi ng to
documents filed earlier th is month
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
The Southern California fair
needs to be moved to become a
substantta l money maker. This has
prompted the company to negotiate
to move the fa ir from Glen Helen
Regional Park in Devore to the
Fairpl ex fairgrounds in Pomona.
But it would cost about $2 million to build and landscape a new
site. That's money the company
doesn' t have. And it 's not an idea
that San Bernardino Count y offi.
cials are too happy about.
" We have a great economic
benefit from having the fa ir here,"
said Dan Stark, executive director
of the San Bernardino Convention
& Visitors Bureau, " not to mention
it 's a good cultural enhancement to
the community."
Stark said that there is a big
difference between having a
medieval fair in the park and on
fairgrounds .
" The Fairplex is not out in the
country," he said.
And he said that things have
changed for the worse since
Renaissance Entertainment Corp.
took over the fair. He said the local
manager, who is left over from the
fair 's nonprofit days, is good, but
something was lost when the overall running of the fair went from a
local to a national base.
For whatever was lost, it doesn't appear that much of anything

wa' gained. And the company is
riddled with problems.
Its plan to open a Northern
California fatr m 1988 appears to
be falling apart. Its Novato lease
may be canceled. and it will take at
least $2 million to secure and build
a permanent site for that fair.
And that could be the least of
the companies worries. Duke &
Co., the brokerage house that is the
maker for
primary
market
Rena1ssance Entertainment stock,
faces an SEC probe into trading
practices and
mark-ups of
Renaissance Entertainment stock.
The company's share price
rose as high as $7.50 a share last
year but fell to $1.44 a share late
last month. Over the past yea r, the
stock has fa llen 75 percent.
Accordi ng to execut ives, many
company woes stem from a decision by previous management to
build an extremely expensive, permanent Elizabethan village at its
Virgi nia Renaissa nce Fai re in
Fredericksburg. The board changed
management last June.

place paper. The Sun's daily circula-

largest newspapers, and the San
Bernardino County Sun 1s the winner.

tion lead over the Bulletm mcreased to
6,218. The Sun also reduced the
Elllerprise 's lead by more than 8,200

While the Sun registen::d a gam m read·

papers daily.

ership. both the Inland Valley Daily

The ABC reported that daily circulation of the Enterprise drop(X:d to

Bullerin and the Ri~'cr.'lide Press
Emerprise
suffered
Significant
declines in daily circulation, according

to a recenl report by the Audit Bureau

162,235, the Bulletin felt

10

75,419,

and the Sun rose to 81,637
The Bulletm and Emerprise circu

of Circulations (ABC)
By gaining 1,255 da1ly readers

lation declines come despite intensa·

during the 12 monlhs ended March 31,
the Sun was the only major Inland

Enterprise

Empire newspaper with a circulation

Bulletin began rolling out a series of

fied marketing efforts. In January, the
launched
1ts
San
Bernardino

County

edition.

The

increase during the past year. The

City News tabloids recently in hopes of

Bulletin lost 5.2 percent of its daily cir-

building circu lation. Neither effort

culation, or more than 4,090 papers per
day. Daily circulation declines at the
Emerprise totaled just under 7,000,

appears to have resulted in circula tion

representing a 4.2 percent loss.

paper's increased loca l coverage in its

All three newspapers lost ground
in Sunday circul ation figures, with the

Enterprise down 5,805, th e Bulletin off
by 2,823 and the Sun dow n by 2, 159
si nce March 31, 1996.
Overall, the Sun gained groun d on
both its Inland Empi re r iva ls. The

Bulletin, which dropped below 80,000
in OOth daily and Sunday c irc ulation,
continued to slide as the region's th•rd-

gains.
The Sun's gai ns follow the news·
zoned Inland Empire section and the
launch o f 1ts expa nded,
Weekend section.

co lor ful

The March 3 1, 1997, ABC report
also in dicated that the Los A ngeles

Times gained in daily Circulation by
47,69 1 (4 .6 percent) bul lost 29,086
(2. 1 percent) in Sunday ci rculation
despite a multi -million dollar marketing blitz.

Bank Buy Backs: Good or Bad?
by Robert B elsky

Californi a banks have been
using excess money to buy back
shares of stock, which can benefit
shareholders but masquerade ulterior motives.
According to bank offi cials,
buying back shares sends out the
message that the bank is investorfriendl y by not funneling excess
money into new, often unrelated,
businesses but rather where it "will
do the most good."
"This is very good business and
a lot of banks do it;' said George C.
Talbott, senior vice president/chief
financial officer and treasurer of
PFF Bank & Trust.
In January, PFF Bank & Trust
announced that they were buying
back five percent of their stock at
14 15/16 per share, which they
originally offered to the public in
March 1996 at $10 per share. Over
the next six months, PFF Bank &
Trust will buy back another five
percent of their stock, as price permits.

When the number of shares in
the public market is reduced, each
share left becomes more valuable.
Through their buy-back efforts,
PFF Bank & Trus t stock went up to
$17 per share.
George Gorian, owner of
Gori an Inves tments
in San
Bernardino, said when banks
announce their plans for buying
back stock, it will usually go up for
a day or two.
" It is a psychological thing
with people, then it usually levels
off," Gorian said. "Buy backs don ' t
have an overall effect on the market
in the long run."
PFF Bank & Trust has dropped
1/4 of a point over a three-month
period. However, Gorian said this
will slowly change.
"Bank stock, as a rule, is strong
and, with lower interest rate envi~
ronment, the banks thrive on it." he
said. "This should help bring the
stock price up."
The San Francisco-based bank
BankAmerica Corp. is buying back
$2 billion in common stock by the

end of 1997. This, coupled with its
plan to buy back an additional $650
million in common and preferred
s hares, rocketed their shares to
$114.675. BankAmerica Corp. also
increased their first quarter dividends on common shares 13 percent, boosting its annual yield to
2. 12 percent.
Anticipating a growth spurt in
their stock, Great Western Financial
Corp. announced plans to repurchase up to 5 million shares in the
next 12 months. However, due to a
series of cost-cutting steps, including laying off 800 employees, selling delinquent mortgage loans,
consolidating branches and overhauling their computer system,
Great Western dropped 95 percent
in their first-quarter earnings.
Also contributing to the loss
was a court ruling against Great
West em approving a $17.2 million
settlement for two class action
suits. Although Great Western
denied any wrongdoing, a federal

continued on Page 14
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An Idea Whose Time Has Come
by Joe Lyons

who has come back from Vegas or
the river on a Sunday night knows

History teaches us that the
Inland Empire has had to redefine
ilsdf constantly over the last half
century We have gone from agncuhure to defen...,.e, to aerospace, to
housing and. of late, to cargo hauling. We arc the broad-shouldered
package shipper to the world.
Therefore, it only makes sense that
triple trailer trucks could be a good
idea for our area. E'pectally when
the so called Alameda Comdor
start

running .-..h!pmcnL'i our way

from Long Beach.
U ndeNand that C\ en the advocate~ of tnple trail en; don't want to
see them rolling through Ontario on

the skinny four-lane Interstate 10.
No, the idea IS to bnng them 1010
California
from
across
the
American desen along Interstates
15 and 40, and then break them
down 1010 double trailers somewhere around Victorville.
Although the trucking industry
has a much better record than the
railroads for coming down the

Cajon Pass, nobody wants to run
this risk. Agreed, but '"bring them
on in" anyway. Keep those shipments rolling. Build that breakdown site in Victorville. Let's just
do it.
Of course, you 'II have to widen
the 1-15 south of Barstow where it
meets up with the 1-40. Anyone

there isn't enough room on that

route as it 1s. But other than that,

the safety record of the truck10g
industry is such that we can have
every confidence the loads will be
handled professionally and correctly.

Unfortunately,
Sacramento
doesn't feel that way They have
dec1ded that they do not want
triples m our state, even if limited
to the High Desen. Is this the end
of the concept' Hardly Remember
that the interstates belong to the
federal government, and it can ~till
make a move to legalize triples
through northern San Bernardino
County.
Cargo IS definitely the future of
the Inland Empire. The new UPS
facility at Ontario, the plans for the
former Norton Air Force Base, the
joint operation at March, the
Burlmgton Nonhem Santa Fe Rail
facility m San Bernardino, and the
Alameda Corndor. These plans all
require as much cargo as we can
ship, running through the Inland
Empire as smoothly as possible.
Bring us your crates and boxes.
Your huddled parcels yearning to
be there overnight. And bring the
triple trailer trucks to the San
Bernardino desen. At the risk of a
cliche, this is truly an idea whose
time has come.

bus1ness 1ournaI

It's been a long hard road for
the city of Fontana. The steel mill
closed down and left a lot of people
six months short of their pensions
Dreams of upscale housing have
gone in sputters and spurts, and the
big north end development at
Highland and Sierra still hasn't
broken ground. The reputation of a
tmvn full of Klan members, hikers
and Nazis ts as had as ever and has
been added to by low-mcomc, no·
mcome cnmmal elements
The Fontana Auto Center off
the freeway hasn t happened yet,
and the big mall south of Interstate
10 lost the IKEA furniture anchor
and has never reached its expected
potential The trucking tndustry, so
long associated with Fontana, has
actually planted itself 10 lhose
Swiss cheese holes of unincorporated county land where they tear
up the roads but pay no city taxes,
so Fontana eats the cost of repairs.
And, on top of all that, Fontana
is about $700 million in debt. It
appears that Fontana is still a town
where an old Ford up on blocks is
considered a lawn ornament.
Then there was the talk that
Mayor David Eshelman was only
going to use his office as a stepping
stone to bigger, better and less
embarrassing things. In fact,
Eshelman stayed on. He even ran
again and won. And in the middle
of all of this, Ontario is considering
Fontana City Manager Gary
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Devereaux to fill its own empty city
manager posit1on.
Understand, we are not blam·
ing Devereaux for Fontana's problems. Cenainly not. He IS, after all,
their sixth city manager m five
years. But you have to admit, these
aren't the sort of stains that look
good on a resume. And Ontario
doesn't need thost! prohlcms.
On the other hand, let's g1vc
Devereaux some credit. If he has
the talent and ability that Ont.mo
thmks he has, then maybe, just
maybe, he can give Fontana the
turn around that it so desperately
needs. If that is true then le·1ving
Fontana for Ontano would be a
very bad thing tndced for the steel
City.
In either event, Fontana's city
manager needs to stay where he is.
He may go down with the ship or
he may create such a fantastic turn
around that he can write his own
ticket to bigger and better things. II
he leaves now, we may never
know.
But one thmg is sure. If Gary
Devereaux moves on to Ontario,
he 'II walk into a city with a new
mall, an existing auto center, and a
convention center and airport terminal already under construction.
Not to mention a very positive cash
flow. The only thing the new
Ontario city manager will need to
do is learn how to get along with
the Ontario City Council.

Brown Dons Gloves ...
continued from Page 3
less than eight months after the formation of the pannership.
"There is no question that the
SBDC program has been highly
effective locally," Brown said.
The SBDC program, administered by the U.S. Small Business
Administration, started in 1977.
SBDCs offer "one-stop" management, technical and research assistance to persons interested in starting a business, those who wish to
expand their current operation and
entrepreneurs seeking to change
their company's technology or

management practices to achieve
success.
"The proposed funding reduction will cut off a lifeline to a
unique array of counseling, training
and financial services that are currently available to the most vulnerable small business in the Inland
Empire," Brown said. "Moreover,
the SBDCs more than pay for themselves in increased revenue derived
from increased JOb creation and
economic development that they
facilitate. The fullest possible funding for the SBDC program is a matter of economic importance to our
region."

PRO
CON
If Bankers Win, Consumers Lose Mom, Apple Pie and Credit Unions?
---~:.. PRO
by Robert Cameron
Sometime next year, the
United States Supreme Court will
decide whether the banking industry can dictate where consumers
conduct their financial affairs. The
bankers want to convince the
court that 62 million American
workers should be locked out of
federal credit unions and forced to
do business with banks.
Consumers should hope they
don't succeed.
Credit unions are nonprofit
cooperatives owned by their members. For more than 60 years,
credit unions have provided
affordable, friendly financial services to millions of working
Americans. Consumers should
ask: Who benefits from the legal
attack on credit unions?
The answer is obvious: the
banking industry. Through mergers and fee hikes, banks have
made record profits for the past
five years. They simply want
more. They know that without
credit unions, consumers will
have one less choice.
Since 1982, federal credit
unions have been able to enroll
"select
employee
groups"
(SEGs), groups of people whose
"common bond" is different from
the founding group's.
The bankers claim this violates the Federal Credit Union Act
of 1934, which states, "membership shall be limited to groups
having a common bond."
Interestingly, banks didn't bother
to challenge this well-publicized
policy until 1990. And until last
year, none of the many couns they
overwhelmed with anti-credit
union lawsuits agreed with them.
Despite what bankers say, the
common bond is alive and well.
About half of lhe nation's 7,200
federal credit unions, including
March Federal Credit Union, have
at least one SEG. Each SEG has a
common bond. Of the 71 million
credit union members nationwide,
10 million come from SEGs. Most
of these members come from the

CON
62 million modestly paid employees of small businesses that usually can't form a viable credit union
of their own. At March, SEGs
make up 5,000 of our 29,500
members.
This diverse membership base
allows credit unions to better survive economic changes. Our original membership group was personnel at March Air Force Base.
In 1996, the base was scaled
down. Instead of 7,000 personnel,
the base now has 2,500. That cut
our membership and our loan volume substantially. Because we
could bring in new, small groups
that wanted credit union membership, over time we will offset that
loss. That means all of our members will continue to receive the
level of service they expect.
If the bankers had their way,
we would be limited to our original group and would face an evershrinking membership. Bankers
claim, wrongly, that the common
bond is the reason credit unions
are exempt from federal income
tax.
The truth is, Congress granted
credit unions this exemption in
1937 because it recognized-and
continues to recognize-that
regardless of size or range of services, credit unions are unique
nonprofit organizations that exist
solely to benefit their members.
Earnings go back to the members,
who pay income tax on the dividends. We pay better returns on
savings and charge lower rates on
loans because we don't have to
satisfy outside stockholders.
If bankers believe credit
unions have the advantage and
want to "level the playing field,"
why don't they become credit
unions?
Because they would be turning ownership and control over to
their customers, who would elect
a non-paid board of directors. It
would also mean eliminating
stock options and reducmg executive salaries. It would mean losing

contuwed on Page 59

by Larry Kurmel
Califorma is home to 330
commercial banks. In 1995, they
paid $2 billion in federal taxes.
There are also 736 credit umons in
the state, which paid virtually no
taxes. Nationally, the credit union
tax exemption cost taxpayers
about $1 billion in 1995, about
what the federal government spent
on school breakfasts for lowincome children last year.
The five largest credit unions
in the state are larger than 97 percent of the banks.
Why should you care about
any of this?
Because many credit unions
may be violating a law that says
they must restrict their membership to those with a single common bond of employment or residence. Credit unions deserve their
tax exemption on I y to the extent
that they restrict membership to
those with the common bond the
law requires. As a taxpayer,
you're helping subsidize tax
exempt organizations that look
just like banks and serve the same
customers as banks. That 's why.
The United States Supreme
Court will hear the issue in the
fall, and there will be a great deal
of emotional rhetoric surrounding
the controversy. The credit unions
have hired the nations two largest
public relations firms to ensure
your suppon. But you should have
the facts.
Let me be clear: banks are not
trying to put credit unions out of
business. We're just trying to level
the playing field. Banks have no
quarrel with credit unions that
have maintained their common
bond.
Once upon a time, most credit
unions were small associations of
co-workers who bonded together
to pool their resources and provide financial services to each
other. Because they served a
social function and depended
upon the trust of the common
bond of a single employer
amongst
co-workers,
credit

unions were held by law to be tax
exempt.
Many federal credit unions
have simply jettisoned the common bond required by law, with
the encouragement of their regulatory agency, the National Credit
Union Administration (NCUA).
Many have become massive, with
hundreds of thousands of members and no logical common bond
of membership.
San Francisco-based Patelco,
for instance, includes among its
members the affluent employees
of a major league baseball team,
workers at a sausage company,
and a funeral home-among 600
other groups. This isn't unusual.
In 1996, a U.S. district coun
ruling on a North Carolina case
filed in 1990, finally, held huge
federal credit unions, such as
AT&T's, accountable to the law.
Moreover, Judge Thomas P.
Jackson criticized the NCUA as a
rogue agency that has functioned
as a trade association in helpmg
credit unions circumvent both the
law and his own coun orders!
This is the case the Supreme
Coun is now pondering. In April
1997, a federal appeals coun in
Cincinnati came to the same conclusion in a very similar case.
Naturally, credit unions are
very popular and have grown
accordingly-everyone likes special privileges. Members have
above-average incomes and are
generally middle class folks
who've found a sweet deal, albeit
at public expense. But should government subsidize these mstitutions with tax exemptions, with
corporate welfare to promote their
popularity? No.
Politically, too, credit unions
are popular; many legislative
staffers, office holders, public
employees and journalists are
members. This is ironic, given that
banks are required by law to make
extraordinary efforts to serve and
lend to low-income and otherwise
under-served communities. Credit
continued on Pagt• 59
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Making the Right Decision About Problem Joe
by Peta G. Penson

From the outside looking in, Joe
would appear to be a star performer-a manager's dream.
Recenlly promoted and a high
earner with tireless work ethics and
excellent analytical skills, Joe has
turned around more than one big
problem this month alone. Other
employees admire him and hope to
work witb him soon. They don't
know !hal the company president is
a hair's breadth away from firing
him.
Joe gets results, but each new
achievement leaves behind a trail of
antagonism and bitter feelings. He
is unwilling to compromise, commandmg and rude. He dominates

meetings and acts bored or patronizing when others have the floor. His
favorite word is "I" and he gives no
credit to anyone else on his team.
His manager and human resources
staff spend a lot of energy cleaning
up after his abrasive encounters:
soothing ruffled feathers, encouraging people to stay in his group, and
lending ears to colleagues from
other teams who tangle with him.
The company hates to lose his
talent, but management is starting to
believe there is no other choice. The
president's finger is poised over the
eject bunon, and Joe is about to hurtle into the universe of the unemployed.
Stop!
There is another alternative to
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Candace lViest

Occupation: President and CEO of

Going to Ireland next July.

inland Empire National Bank, Riverside,
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gle mom working as a wa1tress and selling
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employers who gave her lime off to attend

ty Riverside enjoys? For example, per

school. Wiest worked in the loan docu-

capita giving to United Way in Riverside

mentation department of a Nebraska bank

is the second highest in the state. This

in the '70s and has earned progressively

community has a tradition of concern.

increasing responsibility in the banking

That's why Inland Empire National Bank

industry ever since. She was Inland

participates in the "Adopt-a-School" pro-

Empire National Bank's business develop-

gram (sponsoring Magnolia

ment officer in 1988. She's the bank's sev-

School) and why we operate a branch in

Middle

enth president since 1993. She is very

the Adult Education Center, where we

active in her community, serving as co-

recently hired our first intern program

chair of United Way

graduate. I believe community banks are

Inland Valley

Campaign, on several boards and in many

grossly unappreciated. We provide lead-

service organizations.

ership and resources to improve the qual-

Family Status: Married to Ray Wiest.

We don't JUSt make a buck; we make a

Has three children, Wendy, Rena and

difference

ity of life in the communities we serve.

John. Has two grandchildren, Megan and
Nicholas Hunter.

Any advice to other women Jn busi·
ness? Stay focused! Dream big dreams.

Hobbies: Tending to her grandchildren
every weekend she's home, swimming

City of Residence:

and traveling. Went to Paris last summer.

Recently moved to Palm Desert

firing Joe: salvage him. In an era
when retaining lop talent is a high
priority, an increasing number of
companies are experimenting with
ways to repair a good performer.
Replacing a knowledgeable, productive employee is costly in time and
dollars. Investing in a salvage operation to repair an employee you
already have makes sense.
The first step is to locate someone outside of the situation to serve
as an objective observer and coach.
Frequenlly, this is a consultant, but it
might also be an HR staffer from
another division. The role of the outside party is to assess the situation,
make suggestions on how to control
damage, and recommend whether
this employee can be saved.
The observer interviews people
who have worked with the problem
employee, ohserves him in meetings, and shadows him for a day or
two before offering any ideas for a
corrective action plan. Enough time
must be spent with the employee to
discover the vulnerable self-image
under the bravado and to develop
rapport so that the targeted employee is willing to accept criticism and
recommendations for change.
The salvage process helps the
problem employee acknowledge
that he is operating in an unappealing way. Joe and others like him
have to be taught how to recognize
and control the early onset signals of
inappropriate behavior and how to
channel that energy and focus it in a
more positive direction.
Because he is accustomed to
gening business resulrs in spite of
his behaviOr with others, Joe will
need to be convinced of the value of
changing his ways. He may need to
hear in no uncertain terms that his
manner is indeed part of his performance and that it is not satisfactory.
It may never have occurred to him
that he is at risk of losing his JOb
because of his behavior.
Repair takes lime and patience.
Problem employees don 'I gel that
way overnight. It lakes a while for
the faults to develop, whether they
are generated from the internal
make-up of the individual or external pressures on the job.
Is it worth the effort? In addi-

tion to salvaging the skills and talents of a topflight employee, a salvage attempt may prevent costly litigation.
Currently, one in five legal cases
are brought by an employee against
a corporation. This is an all-time
high, made worse by the fact that
plaintiffs are winning greater numbers of these suits. Try explaining to
a jury why your company fired an
employee in the wake of spectacular
on-the-job resulrs or shortly after a
rave performance review. Jurors cannot abide the inconsistency of such
tactics in corporations, and descriptions of problem behavior often
come across as a feeble excuse hiding some nefanous agenda.
A difficull employee can feel
like a two-year-old rampaging
through a house--ther" is the conslant threat of chaos erupting anywhere. And just like dealing with a
toddler, problem employees need to
know that some things will not be
tolerated and that there will he consequences if those limits are
breached.

Managers must be unafra1d lo
confront the situation openly and
directly. Intervening and encouraging a valued employee to mature and
grow is a win-win situation for all.
Discovering that an individual and
the culture of the organization are
never going to match nudges the
employee to begin long-term career
planning to move on to a climate
more hospitable to his work style.
In either case, there is some
movement toward resolution. The
difficullies and anxiety that problem
employees provoke can be disproportionately large: lost business
opportunities, demoralized and ineffective teams, greater hostilities
between line and staff, and heightened turnover.
Regardless of the contribution
of a star performer, the price for
such impending disaster is too high.
The problem employee needs to be
repaired or jettisoned.
Peta G. Penson, Ed.D., IS a management consultant specializing in crecutive performance and contemporary
workplace issues am/ trends. She
may be reached at (415) 388-8000.
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.A Lesson_ i:n. Foreclos-ure
by Lazaro Fernandez

closure sale. The foreclosure company
then completes and records a

Have you ever seen the foreclosure notices in the local newspaper?
Did you ever wonder about the fore·
closure process and its numerous
steps? Wonder no more; following is
a discussion that will answer some
common questions.
The typical homeowner buys a
house and gives the lender a note that
is secured by a deed of trust. What if
the homeowner defaults on the note
and deed of trust by failing to make
monthly payments? (There are other
ways to default, such as failing to pay
real property taxes or insurance.)
The lender or lender's attorney
starts the foreclosure process by deliv·
ering the relevant documents, such as
the note and deed of trust, to the fore·
closure company. The foreclosure
company then records a "Notice of
Default" and usually a "Substitution
of Trustee." The first document notifies the borrower that the loan is in

"Trustee's Deed Upon Sale" to the
winning bidder, and the bidder takes
the property. It may occupy or resell
the property to another party. The
process is more complex than dis·
cussed here, so please consult counsel.

default, the nalure of lhe default, time
periods in which the default may be
cured, and who to contact regarding
cure of the default, among other information. The second document puts in
place the entily that will complete the
process needed to conduct a nonjudi·
cial foreclosure sale.
Under Califorma law, the borrower has three months to cure the
default. Cure may be made by calching up !ale paymenls, purchasing
insurance, paying overdue real property taxes or remedying whatever else
gave rise to the foreclosure process
starting.
If the default is fatlure 10 tender
morlgage payments, the borrower
will have until five business days
before Ihe sale to pay the unpaid
mortgage payments. Within the five
business days prior to the sale, the
lender may require the entire loan
balance be paid in full!
If no cure is made, the foreclosure
company records a "Notice of Sale."
This nolifies !he borrower and the
inleresled public of Ihe opening bid al
the saJe, the place, the time, the date
and olher lerrns of lhe sale, such as
how the successful bidder is to pay for
the house. The sale usually lakes
place between 25 and 30 days after !he
"Notice of Sale" is recorded.
If no cure is made, and assuming
no state court injunction or bankruptcy
filing slops the sale, !he property is
sold 10 !he highesl bidder at the fore-

Lazaro Fernandez is a partner 1n
Gonzalez & Fernandez, a Limited
Liability Partnership located in
downtown Los Angeles. Fernandez
clerked for che Honorable Mctchel R.
Goldberg, Umted States Bankmptcy
Court Judge in San Bernardmo. The
firm concentrates its practice 1n

business, commercial and bankruptcy litigation. The information contamed 111 thiS article is for d1scussion
purposes only and is not legal
advice. Each .'lituation is factually
different, and readers are urged to
consult legal counsel with respect to
a specific situation.

They mosr likcl~· don"r even
know vour name I'm .\like
Clayt~n, Manager of rhe Corona
Office of Foothill I ndcpcndcm
Bank, \X'e know who vou .1re
when you walk rhrouih our
door, we won'r charge rou to
"peak wirh a teller. and I will
come lO your place of bmincss
whether it's ro sign an important
documcm or crcarc a com pre·
hensin: b.mking package thar's
right for your company.
\'lith resources such ,t.s
affordable on-line banking,
compan)· direct payroll, SBA
loans through our "Certified
Lender" SBA Department,
construction loans and asset
based lending, I can cre.ue
solutions to meet your banking
needs. I will take the rime to
know your busines..~ and work
rowa~ds the common goal of
grow1ng your company

So if your bank seems
reluctant to visit you when you
need them. call me at (909) 735·
7426 and find our why so rnany
businesses arc m.1king Foothill
Independent B.mk rhcir bank.
Member FDIC

@

Visit our website at; hnp://ww\v.foothillindbank.com
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New Hospital Won't Cure County's Ills
by Rebecca Jolames

There's a new hO!;pital m town.
Well, maybe it's not ne\\ -just redirect·
ed. re-located and re-named. The San
Bernardino County Hospttal is pulling
up its roots and migrating to Colton.
Ten years in the blue print stages,
San Bemardmo County Hospttal opted

10 enlarge Its facility. The existing facili-

to the schools and would interrupt the

Pnor to its approval , the need for the

ty, on Gilbert Street in San Bernardino,
did not appear to fit the bill.

neighbors' line of stght to the moun-

new hospttal was scrutinized by two

tams

grand juries and a blue ribbon commn-

Before settling on Colton, the hospt-

tee. Thetr findmgs were not favorable.

"We needed to replace the facility
and couldn't do tt at the present site,"

tal staff also looked at the old speedway

Although both juries and the commiuee

said Otarles Jer'\'JS, CEO and dtrector of

site in the city of Ontario. But another

the San Bernardino County Hospital.

conflict erupted with a new tax paytng

'"We had trouble with the environmental
1mpact report because we were too close

tenant and the hospital rescinded its offer
of the land purchase.

agreed that the existmg facility was inad·
equate and needed to be replaced, they
suggested that a "less ambitious" hospi·
tal be built and the hospital contract out
for in·patient services.
"There is a history of rivalry
between the hospitals," said Bruce

Introducing the plan
that's a tax break opportunity for
the self-employed.

Satzger, admmistrator and CEO of San
Bernardino Community Hospital. "The
supply and demand

for

beds has

changed. Because of the new technology
in the health field, there is less need for
hospital beds; a lot more can be done for
outpatients."
The new county hospital, which is
under construction and expected to be

lf.wu're srlf-emplmed. you could /o~u _\our ttu btl/ '1\htft gttring
affordtJhlt htalrh cart cmua~t Kith the new Blur Shitld of California

completed in 1998, Will house 373 beds
1n a 950,000 square-foot facility.
Located on the corner of Valley
Boulevard and Pepper Drive, the Colton
project, which includes $250 mii!Jon in

iuH

}Oil

the Preferred Sa1 m"~ Plan. cmJ

if wu 'rr

elii:tblr. wu

could qua/if\· for a \frditaf Sa1mgr 4t ount .\fSA! "htrh Korh 'lkt an

IRA Sur:o1\ dtposll 1 n

1a.1

aol/ars n wur .\15\ •hen II If httnfor medtc I

umc s Of nreded .4n monn

'I

c n

~roK

t

u

u l

construction, will total more than $475
million to oomplete. In comparison, the
county of Riverside is building a new
hospital for half the price, satd Satzger.
San Bernardino County Supervisor
Dennts Hansberger (Third District), who
mherited the situation from his predeces·

rr 1~ mon on wur h lrh arr 1o/Jar Br 1d u ta ortak.

u tf nov

tht brntfit• of Blur Shutd'x Prt_trrr, 1 Prouder Orgum rion.
aC< •'H

to the wr~est pnmder nr/11 Jd

11

111

l11ding

Ciltjornta.

Thr Preferred Sa1111~l Plan ~not an US\. llx a h1gh dedl!Cllble

plar. tOumul/tstabll han \fSA.upuuJe 1 If lud.tdt•opuniJaJelhH

sors, has concerns about the new hosp1·
tal

and

its

funding

through

the

Certificates of Participation (COP). The
county is leasing the hospttal; it created a
corporation, which is really the board of
supervisors, to own and oversee the has·
pual, Hansberger said.

plan to utr Kith on .HS.4for tax purpose~. ast \our la.t ad\Uor about wur

'1ltis is another way to neat a pub·
lie bond and borrow the money to pay
for the hospital," Hansberger said. "If the

eligibilit_\ and K"hethtr your MSA mteu ltgal requirtmentJ. But '1\hatt\rr

county built the hospital and financed it,

you do, llmt is of the rssence. You nud to act now. because JXlfttcip<ltion

that would have to go before the voters

m MSA 'sis ltmittd to the first 750,()(}() Kho qualify nallon~t.·idt. For more

for permission. That is not necessary
with a COP. I believe that they did it that

details and your /rtt WBtginntr's Guide to MSA 's," call roda_\'

way because they knew the people
wouldn't vote for it."

Call _\·our

ag~nt

or

Blu~

Shield

1-800-910-1010

~
Blue Shield

According to financial projections,
the annual debt on the bonds for the hos·
pita! is $54 million. Under Senate Bill

1732, a bill supporting public hospitals
and replacement costs, the state will pay
a portion of the bond, reducing the annu·
al debt 10 $34 million . The hospital hus
been returning $14 million a year back

of California

into the general fund, which will also

http://.,.,..,_b/uefhieldca.com

help to reduce the debt. However, with
all of this in place, the hospital will still
incur a loss of $20 million a year, said
Hansberger.

Altbougb Blue Sh•dd of('ahfom1a behe~e' th.1t the Prtferre~ Sa\<lnll' Plan
ruech the go,cmmenl requ1rtment' fl)r a hi!lh dedu(:tlhle plan. the Internal Re,enue
Seno1ce ~ nol ruled on •helhcr the plan 1s qualified as a h1gh dedu<.:uble plan
e Rep~leted maR of the Blue Sh1dd A.i.sociiiJOO Clf/97 Blue Sh•eld ofCahfom11
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A Latino-Owned HMO Reaches Out to Its Community
Mnhna Medical Centers (MMC)
is unique in the world of carhon·copy
Health Maintenance Organizations
(HMOs). The company has earned a
reputation as an innovative provider
or quality, accessible managed health
care
(' D<lVid Molina. M.D ., the late
founder or MM( . recogmzc:d years
ago that there was a need for quality
mt:dical care in the Mcdi-( al Cl)ffi
munity He deUicatcd his services to
providing health can.: to low · in~.:omc
communities that tr,tUitionall) had
not rccch,.cd such ~.:are.
MMC is the largest Latino·
owned and operated health plan in the
state It has grown from a small-fam
ily practice to one of the largest
Medi·C'al prov1ders m California.
providing care to more than 115,000
tndividuab today. Dr. Molina huilt
the company on a foundation of
strong values and a commitment to
family, integrity, innovation and com·
munity. His sons and daughters. whn
now run the company, carry on their
father's tradition and dcUication.
The company's commitment to
the community is as strong as il\
commitment to providing quality
health care. Multilingual staff and
health education materials, sensitivity
to cultural differences, and dedication
to ongoing improvement are basic to
the Molina medical experience.
MMC\ management encourages
staff to go beyond their professional
responsibilities by partidpating in
community projects.
In the Inland Empire alone,
Molina Mcdicdl and il' employees
h;IVc been mvoiHd wllh the ·• Learn
and E.trn" program of the Inland
Congrt:gational United lor C'hangr.:
organization, Christmas in April and
the San Bernardino Mcntoring
Program, to name a rcw. Molina
Mr.:dical has recruited half of the
mentors in the city of San
Bernardino.
MMC and Catholic Charities, a
nonprofit social serv1ces agency
based in San Bernardino, recently
launched an innovative pilot program
to provide free health care services to
individuals who are undcrinsured or
uninsured in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties. The Family
Health Care/Social Service program
is designed to provide social st!rvicc
evaluation, medical evaluation and
treatment to individuals who do not
qualify for Medi·Cal, or who have
simply fallen through the cracks.
They hope to provide services to as

many as 15,000 people 1n both
count1es .
MMC sponsors programs that
promote the idea of keeping neighbor·
hoods healthy. Project lfealth-in·thc·
J lood. the Anaheim Street festival
and Festival de Ia Familia arc events
that have enjoyed annual sponsorsh1p
from MMC

Believing that education and
proper training are the essentials to a
productive environment. MMC is
committed to providing support to
students 1n the communities it
serves. The HMO established a
scholar .. hip program for med1cal stu ·
dents and for students in health care
admin1stration. lS well as scholar-

shtp programs for relatives of
employees.
The: MMC family of physicians,
staff and management understands
that being a community·hascd health
care provider means more than just
dehvenng quallly health care II
entails applymg all its resources to the
people in the community.
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Staying tn shape ...
Many small busmess owners
were scared off at the time, and there
remains a level of uneasiness among
the small business community, based
mostly on the feeling that managed

(HMOs), such as Pomona-based nonprofil lnler Valley Health Plan, have
always offered programs that focus on
the specific needs of small business
members.

Almost four years ago, Californ1a
launched

a

landmark

insurance

reform package !hat gol lhe ball
rolling in the direction of employees
of small businesses. When it went into

effecl on July I, 1993, Assembly Btl I

ers and managers are not aware of is

And largely !hanks lo health care
reform measures taken m this state a
few years ago, the rest of the managed
care market is trying to catch up. All

that

HMOs must now serve small busi-

of medical history or occupation.
HMOs arc now requ1red by law to

care organizations continue to overlook and overcharge them.
What many small busint!S.'i own-

Care

business-sympathetic

Mamtenance

Health

Organizations

nesses.

1672 had an immediate impact on the

California workers who wanted hcailh
insurance but could not get it because

accept small business clients of three;
members or more.
By their very nature, small businesses need heallh coverage pl<tns that
are flexible. Thus. the HMOs such as
the aforementioned Inter Valley
Ht!alth Plan who had never spurned
the membership of small businesses
m the first place havt: long concentrated on the development of programs
that provide small businesses with the
flexibility and east of use desired.

Fulfilling the Promise of Managed Care
by Offering Affordable Health Plans
with an Emphasis on Service.
The ('t:r,onal 'Crnce a health plan
delt\'t:f'> can make J big difference
ro )OUT Lhcnr~. \X.'hen your clumrs
or thc~r employee call Inter
Valle), they ~eta real, ll\·e peNm.
Nor an .tut~HnatcJ phone ma.chine.
When they have a problem, a
perion wtll re arch it, solve It and
get back to them wtth a solution.
No delays. No hure.Iucracy. No
excuses. That's why Inter Valley
Health Plan was founded with the

ohjectin~

nf rwvtding yualtry

health can: rhm anyone can
nfforJ. And pt:>r~onal . . cn·JCc that
cn~rynnc .tpprcCI,ltc ....
Since 1979, we've ~en Jomg a fine
jOb of hlth. In a rcccnr surYey, over
90% t>f t>ur memlcer, "'Id they would
TL'Commcnd Inter Valley to a friend.
Inter Valley Health Plan ts a nonprofit, Federally Qualtfied health

maintenance organt:arion (HMO).
We meet the heahh care needs
of employer ... hy offering a
wide vancty of health plans
to choose from.
And hy tailonng the plan\
coverage, dcductihlcs, and
copayments, we c(ln custom1::e a
plan that your cltent' and their
CFOs can ltvc with.
For more mformation, call our

toll-free number.

InterValley Health Plan
Fulfilling the Promise
300 South Park Avenue • P.O. Box 6002 • Pomona, CA 91769-6002

800-843-3520
Inter Valley

ts

a non-proftt, Federally Qualified HMO.

The Trilogy Program
HMOs continue to evolve their
plans and programs to give maximum
flexibilily for small business employers and members.
For example, Inter Valley offers
businesses a unique program that
enables its members to see any physician, anywhere, at anytimt they
choose. Trilogy, a unique "point-ofservice" program, is ava i Iable to
groups as small as three employees,
and as of July I, will be available 10
groups of two.
Trilogy enrollees have the option
to use physicians and other providers
who are not under contract with Inter
Valley. Members are free to go outside the system whenever they need
care, but if they choose to receive care
from providers within Inter Valley's
nelwork, they pay less.
Point-of-service plans similar to
Trilogy have been wildly successful
on lhe Easl Coast. Through Trilogy,
lnler Valley has inlroduced the Wesl
lo the flexibilily of HMO poinl-ofservice, and the response has been
tremendous. It is important, too, that
programs, like Trilogy, which provide members with such flexibility,
be made available lo lhe small business community, which in the past
had not received access to such coverage.
Inter Valley Health Plan is a federally
qualified,
nonprofit
Health
Maintenance Organization, which
has served businesses and individuals
in the Inland Empire for 17years. For
more information, callln/er Valley at
(909) 623-6333.

cominucd from Page 25
thing, and ba.\ically are aimed at
motivatmg at-home activity.
Rockwell (now Rockwell,
Boemg) has an 8,000-square-foot
indoor faciluy in Seal Beach with
all !he major lools for their corporate fitness and wellness program
headed by Kellie Abano. The facilily has 2,500 square feel dedicated
to strength training alone.
Abano raved aboul one of her
off-sile tndividual programs. She
calls It "Feel like a Million-a 28Day lnvestmenl in Feeling Your
Best."
"There are T-shirt and prize
costs," explained Abano, "but the
activities encourage employees to
mvest in physical, mental, emotional and social heal! h."
Abano provided several examples: take a five to 10 minute walk
at lunch, lake the stairs inslead of
the elevalor, turn off your
phone/fax/compuler/pager for 30
mmutes and plan with a pencil and
paper, set up a meeting with someone you are holding a grudge wilh
and explatn your feelings.
Unconvinccd about cost savings or unable to quantify resulls?

Where Do These Savings Come
From?
Applied Malerials, a San
Jose-based company, found in
1995 that their wellness program
participants had:
• Lower incidence and shorter
average length of disability
• Self-reported positive effects from program participation
in the areas of morale, productivity, satisfaction with employer,
health, lifestyle and level of fitness
• Lower medical inpatient
costs and utilization experience
For example, there were 12.2
cases of short-tenn disability per
1,000 employees having badge
access to their wellness center
compared with 38.3 cases among
non-participants. Weeks of disability per case among the active
group averaged 7.9 vs. 9.8 for

non-participants-

recognitton was the first of its kind
m lhe Inland Empire.
Jim Purvis of the council said,
"We give these awar<h to compantes, pnvale and publtc, for providtng lo employees a good program
which has a sound return on investment, a high percentage of partiCIpation from every level of the company, and top management support.

Eisenhower Medical Center 10
Rancho Mirage wa~, too. Then they
took a second look and decided !he
benefits just couldn't be overlooked. The result: Eisenhower
Medical Center was presented 10
May with the Governor's Council
on Physical Filness and Spons
"OuiStanding Employee Heahh &
Fitness Program" Award. Their

It.'s

JUSt

the

The managemenl support only
comes for one reason: the program
helps lhe bollom line."
Concerned aboul making lhe
program available to all employees? Good. It means you realize
!hat all employees don't lit one
mold.

first

continued on Page 28
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Gloria Estefan and Pomona Valley Hospital
contmued from Page 31

snoring may be leadmg to a more
serious problem, that was one story
that I got a huge response from,
espectally from a lot of spouses.

a child for 14 or 15 years She
also had an accident and talked
about the rehabilitation process
she went through with her back.
We have written articles on
men's health, heart disease, summer

Q

What's wrong with snor• iog?
(Roche) Snoring can actual.Iy stem from sleep apnea,
which is when your breathing rate
changes and sometimes you actual-

A

safety, first aid, and our kidney
stone center. One of the other stories
was about sleep disorders. Chronic

Iy stop breathing for a short penod
of time. You first heard about sleep
apnea with children, but it is also
very common wtth adults. It could
lead to other thmgs that could be
serious and even cause death.
(Porras) You shouldn't be afraid to
go to sleep
(Roche) We did receive as many
calls from spouses as from patients.

Gloria Estefan
Are there health issues par• ticular to the Hispanic
community that your magazine
addresses? What are they?
(Porras) Diabetes is a probo lem I like to think of as up
and coming. I have found that diabetes and heart disease are two diseases that are affecting our Hispanic
community. And tn some groups
there is a lack of prenatal care.

Q

A

Why is there a lack of pre• natal
care
among
Hispanics?
(Porras) That stems from a
• variety of issues. Lack ol
education is one. Some people say,
"I didn't know that I needed to be
under the care of a physician as
soon as I became pregnant." Also, a
lot of that is socioeconomic. I think
it goes back to education and the
lack of the facts.
Once they get the information
they are very receptive to using it.

Q

A

Ernst & Young is proud to celebrate the entrepreneurial spirit in the Inland Empire Area.

So the magazine informs
• Hispanics about general
health care issues and issues more
common to the Hispanic community?

Q
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(Porras) Absolutely

How has the response to
• the magazine been?
(Porras) Fabulous. I really
• have been pleased with the
type of calls. When you offer someone the information, they are very
receptive to it. A lot of letters say it's
filling a void.
It's working; people are enjoying what they see. Each magazine
has a business reply card. It i.s an
opportunity. If they read a story
about kidney stones and send in a
card, we provide a little more information.
I get about 100 cards a day. We
also provide a phone number
answered in Spanish.

Q

A

Q • tion

Do you modify the infonna-

THE PREss-E.I\TERPRISE

B\'lsiness Press
fool f ... ,. r I

••
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o•
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in the magazine--in
tenns of types of stories---to the
questions and responses from the
business reply cards and phone
ca&?
(Porras) A lot of the stories
• are based on the feedback I

A

continued on Page 33
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contll111ed from Page 32
do get from callers. If I get a swarrn
of calls from women about breast
cancer, then I think it's time to do a
story on breast cancer. My audience
is my first basis for how we focus
the magazine and how we run the
magazine.

Q
A
Q
A

How much is the magazine
• costing?
(Porras) A
little
over
• $65,000 a year.

Latino Access to Health Care
by David Munoz Jr.
The Latino population ts flourishing in many areas. The growing
number of Latino voters has raised
many an eyebrow, and large corporations have begun to seek the estimated $300 billion in Latino pur-

chasing power. Yet, health care
access for Latinos is still an area
that requtres major attention.
Reports show that more than 60
percent of Latinos in California are
without health insurance-a population larger than the entire state of
Oregon. Even though many Latmos

cannot afford the cost of pnvate
health insurance, they can afford
visits to primary care facilities that
offer an accessible fee schedule.
The health care industry is
under the impression that there are

continuetl on Page 56

Are you selling advertising
• or otherwise making any
money from the magazine?
(Porras) We don 't sell any
• advertisement The magazine was mtcndcd for provtding
information
Is the hospital looking to
• bring in more Hispanic
patients as a result of the magazine?
(Porras) I believe we already
• serve a large I Iispamc population. The magazine helps us better serve those and lets those whom
we are not serving know that we
can. We have a lot to offer them,
including prenatal classes tn
Spanish.

Q

A

What is the vision for
• the magazine for the
future?
(Porras) I would certainly
.love to increase the amount
of individuals who receive the magazine: to add as many names of
individuals who want to receive the
publication as posstble.

Q
A

How do you decide whom
• to send the magazine to? Is
it just whoever has a Spanish sur-

Q

name?
(Porras) The original list
• was compiled through our
publishing company. They have
developed a list of individuals
that not only have Spanish surnames but speak Spanish-that
[list] came from other advertising.

A

How can someone be
• added to tbe mailing list?
(Porras) Call (909) 469• 9400. We can help you
either in English or Spanish.

Q

A

SO WHAT IS IT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR? ~~:~: ::rl::o:~~ :~~u~,;:ru
service in long distance, enhanced voice, data and Internet applications that operate over reliable, high-speed ~ber optic
networks It's a system designed to make your business communicate Aawlessly worldwide. Call our
Inland Empire office at 909-605-5734 and begtn to thtnk globally.
A

vo~T

Tele ullui ul ,._QII

c;..sr.....
~~
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A Tale of 'I\vo Companies
by Mathew Padilla
It was the best of times. And
they decided to make it beuer.
When the opportunity arose,
Jane Brenlin did a far, far betler
thing for her company than she had
ever done before. At
least, that's true from
the perspective of her
Inland
Empire
clients.
Brenlin moved
her company,
J.
Brenlin Design, Inc.,
(JBD) to the Inland
Empire in February,
forming an alliance
with Inland Color
Graphics, Inc., (ICG).
The companies share
an office in Corona.
JBD designs promotional
pieces,
packaging,
brochures, ads, directmail pieces and products for a wide range

new accounts in her first week in

the area.
"There IS definitely a need for
her services," Vitolo, 49, said.
Some of his clients were sur-

prised to find a packaging and adpiece design company so accessible

of clients.
ICG, From 1<[110 'igh1: Kevin Cooper, an ICG pa"ner, Jan< B"nlin,
owned by Carl Vitolo, McFarland and Carl Vi1olo.
does pre-press work;
his technicians manipulate color
in the Inland Empire.
images to create composed film and
"As soon as I met with the peoproofs for printing.
ple, they would say, 'Oh, that's
The owners' professional relagreat. I've been looking for sometionship began several years ago
one to do that,"' Brenlin said.
when Brenlin, 45, who was workThe strongest element of the
ing in Orange County, noticed that
alliance is the benefit to clients,
one of the printing jobs an Ontario
Vitolo said. A customer can walk in
printer did for her was betler than
the door and have a creative camothers. She learned that ICG was
paign designed and produced
doing the excellent film-print work
through color pre-press all in one
for her printer, and she began
location.
using the Corona company exclu"It's a one-stop process,"
sively.
Brenlin said.
About eight years and a heap of
But the companies are commutual business later, space opened
pletely autonomous. Vitolo said
up in Vitolo's building. Brenlin
that from a client's view, "You will
decided that the Inland Empire confeel like it's one company, but it's
tains too much opportunity to pass
really separate."
up, and she wanted to be closer to
some of her key clients.
So the companies formed an
The layout and appearance of
alliance without the hassles of
the building the two companies
shared ownership.
share combme to form a contrast as
The move was an instantaneous
different as night and day.
success for Brenlin 's firm. The
Th~ rooms that make up JBD 's
destgn company p1cked up three
sic!c ot •he b'"' dmg surrcund a ere-

ative center-a large, open area
where the art director and
production assistant make magic
happen. The area features wideopen space, is illuminated with sunlight, and is topped off with a purple ceiling. It feels like the proper
place to make animated
cartoons.

Surrounding

the

creative center are the

offices of Brenlin, Vice
President
Karen
McFarland, who owns a
large chunk of stock in
the company, and the
sales representative.
The rooms inhabited by ICG are a stark
contrast to the vibrant

Kaun

offices of the design
firm. In several rooms, a
thick cloud of darkness
looms over brainy technicians
who
hover
around powerful computer equipment, making color images come
to life. It is like the high
tech version of the classical
photographer's

darkroom.
ICG Sales Manager Steve
Donlin said the dim light is necessary to ensure that room lighting
does not taint the technicians' view
of clients' photographs. The viewing room lighting is perfectly balanced.
"The thing that is most important is the accurate and true reproduction of the client's product,"
Donlin said. "Image is everything."
<.ett
It is possible to accuse Brenlin
of being immodest, but only
because she has complete faith in
the abilities of her staff to serve her
clients' bt.::st interests.
"We really know how to develop products," Brenlin said.
Whether a client needs a single
ad piece or an entire marketing
campaign, her design fum can tackle the project, she said.
And if a client has immediate

concerns
about
how
much
Brenlin's ideas will cost to produce,
he or she can meet with Brenlin and
the brains at ICG and ask. Then,
Brenlin can adapt her approach.
"She can design things around
certain situations, where the client
can save money, and it will still
look great," Vitolo explamed.
The designer has no fear of
deadlines and always maximizes
her time, even in the car.
She had one of her best 1deas
while driving on the freeway.
She was working on a promotional campaign for Carta
Blanca beer. Wisdom Import
Sales Co., Inc. , wanted to market
the beer as a tasty complement to
lunclr or dinner.
"I was stuck [in traffic], and I
was also on a deadline," the ace adwoman said. "And it hit me."
Her idea: "Carta a Ia Carte."
And the clients "went nuts,"
Brenlin said.
ICG prepared the pre-press
color film, and the final product
was a catchy promotional campaign, which included coupons and
a table-top piece.

ICG and JBD have been enjoying success for years. J. Brenlin has
six employees and annual sales of
about $1 million. ICG has 12
employees and annual sales of
about $1.3 million.
Over the last few years, ICG
has grown 20 percent annually, said
Sales Manager Donlin. He added
that the success of ICG has been a
result of a knowledgeable staff of
experts.
"Of all the employees that are
involved in the sales and production
processes, we average more than 16
years of experience in commercial
printing and electronic pre-press,"
he said.
And the alliance will lead to
stronger sales for both companies,
the owners say.
"It's not a benefit to us." Vitolo
said. "It's really a benefit to our
clients. It's more cost effective and
speeds things up."
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Now, Top Quality Design and Pre-Press
Comes Together in the Inland EmP,ire.
lVA
VT

hat do food, office

supplies, figurines, housewares,

For over IS years, JBD has been creating sustainable
corporate identity, innovative packaging and collateral,

spnnklers, software, beer, and maps

response dnven direct mail,

have m common' Inland Color

eve-catchmg displays and

Graphics and J. Brenlin Design.

powerful print advertising.

Between our two companies, we represent clients in nearly

JCG has been offering high

every industry in Southern California. Now we are
combining forces to offer complete des1gn and pre-press
services under one roof.

printers for nearly as long mcluding drum scanning,
retouching, Color Cyclone proofing,
rambow proofing, CD-Rom authoring, film

Great design gets results.
and matchprints. Together we can handle
any project from concept thru printing, or
deliver on-time, on-budget results ...
any portion of the process along the way.
even when winds of change prevail.
When your project needs direction, let our
team guide you with concepts that
stimulate, words that excite and visuals that
dazzle. Call us today!

(909)549-1515

(909)278-0575
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Reno Air announced its
comeback to the Ontario

International Airport. After a twoyear hiatus, Reno Air resumed twice-

daily service between Ontario
International Airport and Reno,
Nevada.

plex is owned by San Bernardino
County and financed by taxable

Ogden

will

................................................................ hnp://www.tdmi.com/usa
Better Business Bureau ........................ hnp://www.bbb.org
California Center for Health Improvement

American Airlines announced

month. Claiming to be in poor health

Also, American will substitute a

since April, WWtsey has missed rwo
regular council meetings and several
other city functions.
Wiltsey defeated Councilman
Rudy Favila during last year's cam-

the airline's existing five-times daily

......... http://www.webcom.com/cchi/
California state government home page

................................. ... hllp://www.ca.gov
California: voter and campaign info
................................................
..http://tmx.com/inlandempire
Consumer World: product info ............ http://www.consumerworld.org

Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO)
................................................... hllp://www.jetro.org
LA TRADE, Tradeport, U.S. Department of Commen:e
.............................................................. hnp://tradeport.org

paign.

15

Kaiser Ventures, Inc., an

Ontano-based

company,

reported a loss due to a racing season

lull.
In a quarterly financial report,
Kaiser attributed the loss to its align-

ment with Penske Motorsports, Inc.
Kaiser had contributed land to
Penske, a firm that is developing the

California Speedway. Kaiser also has
a 12 percent interest in the firm. But
with the decline of racing scheduled
for the fall and winter months,

Penske reported a Joss in profit that
ultimately affected Kaiser's profits.

19

San Bernardino counry and
city officials announced their
intention to clean up billboards and
investigate a ban on outdoor tobacco

and alcohol ads.
The committee, formed last
month by county supervisors and city
council members, was charged with
developing an ordinance to help con-

21

The Court Street Bar and Grill.

Building. Borba will operate the
business under a 20-year lease.

22

The

World

Trade

28

20

U.S. President ...................................... president@whitehouse.gov
U.S. Vice President ............................... vice-president@whitehouse.gov

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)
Information is subject to change wnhout n(Nice and some operators may charge fees.
Ali«'s WondtrliDd: Amateur radio. Ps1on and Renegade support, CD-ROM, No Rauos, On-line
games. acttve message bases; (909) 597-4469
Apple Elite ll: Networked messaging. on-line games, transfers for Apple II and Mac., 14 4 baud;
(909) 359·5338.
'lbt Blueprint Plaoct DDS: CAD-ploning service; drop ''DWG" Auto-CAD files, zipped and lex! file
in CAD library, 14.4 baud; (310) 595·5088
Cyber Korea: Korean information and programs, shareware files, business, education, PC support,
Internet files, 14 4 baud; (310) 926-1899
Ebb:- Business: Busmess management, labor laws, CPA issues, human resources, employee ben·
efits. 14.4 baud, 24 bours; {714) 239·6864
la\-·estorLi.Dk.: Stock. oommodlly pnces. real estate, daily news, personal finance. mutual funds, 28.8
baud; (818) 331-461 I
MommadiUo's BBS & Breakfast: Ww1vNe1, E-mail, TradcWards., Lord Scrabble On·line, 144
baud; (310) 432-2423.
PC-Wladow11111ker BBS -A.U.G.I.E.: Compulcr user group club BBS. supportmg IBM. A tan and
Mac downloads, on-line games RIP menus. 28.8 baud. (909) 637-1274

PG&E Corp. agreed to pay
$14 million to seule federal

and stare charges that it gave regulators misleading data on the amount of

Department, PG&E misled regula-

ilar Jaw for the county. Should this

........................................ gpoaccess@gpo.gov

Conference and International
Business Awards took place at
Ontario's Doubletree Inn.
Attendees met with consulates
from China, Japan, Indonesia and
Canada to discuss avenues in which
to stimulate the domestic economy
through export and import trading.

Baltimore ordinance that withstood a

come to fruition, each city would
need to adopt the restrictions.

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard- ................................... senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
..................................................... cchimail@aol.com
Inland Empire Business Journal .......... busjoumal@learthlink.net
Inland Empire International Business Association
................................ ieibatrade@aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access

A new restaurant that will feature a cigar club, dining and blues,
the business will open in August in
San Bernardino's historic Heritage

sea life killed at its Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant.

committee is looking to adopt a sim-

Palm Springs Desert Resorts Convention and Visitors Bureau
........................................
..http://www.desert-resorts.com
U.S. President ....................................... http://www.whitehouse.gov

John Borba, a member of a

prominent Chino dairy and
banking family, agreed to operate

trol the location and number of billboards.
This latest step, to ban alcohol
and tobacco ads, was ignited by a
U.S. Superior Court challenge on
freedom-of-speech grounds. The

by J. Allen Leinberger

............................................................... http://www.atinet.org/aep
Bank@Home, Union Bank's Internet Banking Center

manage

the addition of a night into Ontario.

flights. The 757 has 49 more seats
than does the MD-80.

Computer Classes: An APPLE for the Teacher?

UltraScreen at Ontario Mills.
Ontario
Councilman
Ray
Wiltsey announced his resignation,
which took effect at the end of last

Boeing 757 for an MD-80 on one of

WEB SITES

Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture

The $7 million UllraScreen com-

bonds.

According

to

the

Justice

tors by indicating it could use the
outflow from its cooling system to
accurately measure the amount of
small fish and other organisms taken
into the system. But the complaints

r.--------------------------------~

I
I

LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

Name of b o a r d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

charge that PG&E withheld test
results showing a 90 percent reduc-

0
0

Inc.,

tion in sea life as water passes

E-mail s e r v i c e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

unveiled its giant lwerks pro-

through the system.
More than $6 million of the setllerm:nl payment will be used to fund

Features-----------------------Hours _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fees--------

Ogden

Entertainmen~

jection system that brings life-like
sights and sounds to the screen.

out premieres of "Amazon" and

two California environmental projects, the Justice Department said.
The settlement does not contain

.. Super

any admission of wrongdo mg .

Located in the Ontario Mills, the
440-seat UllraScreen Theatre rolled
Speedway.~

_ _ _COMPUTERS/SOFI'VVARE ~

BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES

MAY IN REVIEW

14
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0

General Interest
Product support
Modem s p e e d - - - - - - Spedally: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Voice phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:-:-:-:--:-:-:-:-:-:--:-:-=-:=-:::-:-:-~

I
I

I

The Inland Emp,., But.otlOt.t. Journo'lll os compohng a lost ol the local bulleton boards II you
would hkr lo hav~ your llo.Jrd oncludtld loll out ltus. coupon .Jnd maol ot to Inland Empue
Busoness Journal Ann Bulleun Boards 8560 V•noyard Ave SUt 306 Rancho Cuc.amonge
CA 91 730 43~::?

~---------------------------------

I am sworn to secrecy. They
made me sign a non-disclosure

statement. That's the bad news.
The good news is a lot of the stuff
I can't tell you about I have spent
a lot of time learning lately.
I'll explain.
The MacAcademy people
came to L.A. recently with their
two day ClarisWorks class. Claris
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Apple
and
they
make
ClarisWorks and File Maker Pro.
By their own admission, Claris is
a scaled-down version of File
Maker. Even so, there's more on

that little CD-ROM than can be
covered in two days.
Claris, you see, is more than

just a word-crunching program. It
has spreadsheet, database, draw-

and await the dawn of Mac OS 8.
Many gathered for the classes
and seminars conducted by such
gurus as David Pogue, who wrote
"Mac Secrets" and HMac ... For

msur,mce

ll s good

continued on Page 43

tv knO\\ all \ "'Ur ba.<>CS are

State Fund l-or the bst cJghty·lmC )'t.:Jrs. wc\·c
been

gn~ng 10

h.n fnr ... ten! hy offcrmg the

most comprt."hcnst\'t' \I.Orry free workers
compens;ltton

progr,\m~

mana~cment,

n"s clatms

break the cellophane on the manual."
MacAcademy also provides a
workbook and a video. The reasoning is simple. Unless you are
doing these things every day, you
will get out of practice and forget
them. It's just like driving a car.
You never stop to think about
turning left or changing the radio
dial, you just do it. I have to
believe that teaching someone
how to run a computer program
must be like teaching someone
how to tie a tie.
Having spent two days at
MacAcademy, I then headed for
the MacFair L.A. 97: A four day
Woodstock of System 7 people
who gathered together in Burbank
to curse the name of Bill Gates

new 3D models for all to use. Also

forms for what was on the drawing board .

When tt wmcs to workers wmpensauon

or acudcnt prcvcnuon.

"Sooner or later, you have to

ing me sign the non-disclosure

Dummies."

tions abilities. It would appear
that unless you are doing some
very detailed artwork, Claris
would be the only program you
would ever need. (Except that it
has no solitaire game.)
The MacAcademy class
moved very swiftly for a two-day
just what I should see on my
computer. And I have to tell you
that a lot of things that I knew
were there I had never bothered to
try. As the instructor himself said,

In the expo hall, one amazing
company called Bright Ideas
showed off a CD-ROM, issued
each month subscription style,

Dummies," and Bob LeVitus, who
wrote
"Mac
OS
7.6 ... for

ing, painting and communica-

run, with a giant screen showing

Nice guys, but I don't think
I'd invite them to the same party.
The ClarisWorks people were
there, reviewing what I had just
learned at MacAcademy and mak-

J\',ltlahle \\'hcther
lraucl mvcsugauon.

~t.lle

Fund has more

expenenu: than any earner m Cahforma
Whtch means our people are beuer tramcd
to provide pcrsnnah::ed serviCe that meets
your spcctfic workers' comp needs And wnh
21 dtstnct olhces. help 15 never far
At State Fund.
to

W(

awa~·

bcheve the only way

provtdc workers compensauon ts to

offer more than you expect That 1ncludes
workmg wnh you to

prcv~nt

JLctdcnts.

as well as gtvmg vou all the sen·tcc and
support that you need .dunng a clatm
So tf you want to get more from y')ur
workers compensauon programs and 5ef\1ces,
stmply <.:omau your broker or call us toll free
at 1·888-STAlT Fl.iND today And discover
why we're m a league of our ov.·n

STATE
FUNO
COMPENSATION
INSURANCE

GET MORE. WORRY LESS.
www . .scaf

com

with new fonts, new clip art and

EVER SINCE 13;/1 M!Nally MOVED
HIS COMPANY TO

STATE FUND,

HE'S BEEN FIELDING MORE
THAN PHONE CALLS.
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SBA Lenders Set·ving the Inland Empire
Hanl.~ d Jq /ou11' /1111do

CompaayN. .e

ll'Jr.eitl~Oo)L

2.

~ ~!~~ sao'l4so

4.

5.

6.

52,820,000

133

26,398.200

79

Irvine, CA iffj4

w·rrt
'Yifkl"·

B..k ot

20,384,150

255

F1Ubrook National Bank

4li

14,742,091

ifn3~~~'e( 'ft~J.l Blvd

lt?J~~:r"=:'

Haul.. t tl h_\

Company Name
AddrtSS
City, State, Zip

:rf8eLocal Encurive
Pbonc/Fax

5041"--..

Baak

39

14,442,375

54

mgaon lltKb, CA 92647

Helkr First Capitol

13,762,680

~An~~~·9~2650

33

lm.r.frlal Bank
II. 9920 S. La Oene~ Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 301

6,345,000

Mark Ho~o
Bus.ness velonrncnt Officer

Desert Communitd Bank
12. 12530 HesJllnal R ij SIC. 219
Victorv1lle, CA 923 2

6,028,500

Robtrt Flora

f~'/M.lW«'n§)'748-732o

13. frJe~ l:c~dlng co.,_
Upland, CA 91786

5,936,800

Yes
Yes
Yes

Bob Sebastian
Vice President
(760) 723·5071!1723·5699

14.

~9'911~. ~ix~~~t.Bank

5,837,600

No

C.lhcrioe ClampUI

Eldorado Bank
15. 250N. "G" Sl
San Bernardino, CA 92410

5,060,075

r:lMr
,!~a~ Ave
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

4,882,199

Pacific National Bank

4,712,800

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

ItO

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

I
10

Yc;
y.,
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

I

(909) 983·8100/ 14) 251·9016

f1iX{~iMr§257

I

118

Gary N. Fowler

r~l'%~1"'04n>' .W~zo

16.

~NadouiBaak

9,436,932

lt,Us Farco Bank ..
tUmvers11~,
I

8,301,300

~~
verside; .. ~

7,674,500

26

Yes
Yes
No

ag

ClorisW.Garioa

~~Tt~~WJH«r

19.

AT&}.CaJ:ital ~ralloa
10. n55 nl Ave~ S . 1100
HunlJngtoo 8eac , CA 92647

6,769,843

30

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

iuUt Johnson

20.

7.

8.

9.

Gtr~

24

61

R.i'o'erside, CA

~~aa~P~a:"

SBA Loan De .

(ilre) 303-4662~50/(714) 639·~1

26
1,137

Jb

Anlonio Zllc

cfjonal Acct. Mana¥]
(7 ) 842·2380/372· 13

ste. 300

Caliromia Stale Bank

{,.,~rc!~:."~'As~-~~1·

11111/IU\)

T)pH or Loans OfTtffil:

Tyr.l SBA Loaos Funded'

Contract Loan Prg.

Small Loan Programs

S:~~u~i~f:~~

Numbtr or Officts:
Inland EmP:in
Companywide

Yes
Yes
No

Yes

na

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Yes

504~n:s

18

24

19

No
Yes

~~

lf/!.Local Ennlivt
Pbone/Fa:r;
8

~Woe
~~nt
800) 957-8483/ (310) 417·5899
Na~M.DeCou

V.P r. SBA Officer
(61 ) 24J.2140 xt027!243·l22B

No

No

~~

!;Landis
( \~Rl!.t485/6(M876

27

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Vance Welch
SBA Loan Officer
(909) 41i5·76981699·8957

14

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No

20

y.,
y.,
Yes

No

Yes

No

e.~p~anacr

Yes
Yes
Yc;

Yes
Yes
Yes

~r;t1rs-~~W'3~;5935

Yes
Yes
Yes

y,.
Yes

No

4
20

Rkhard Jett
Executive Vice President
(818) 915·4424i915.Q964

Beaumont, CA 92223

17. t~i~&aW ~ ~k.
21
18.

{'9&)'4'ifi.~g~f1k9815

/wttltd tHn,n ulc, \au llcnwrduw ..\; OrmtJ:I (

l o mH

SBA 7A Loans Number or SBA
Fundtd-10195·9-'96
7A Loans
($Amount)
Fundtd

Sine Pollcll
Vice Presidenl
(909) 352·5730/352·5737

Yes
y.,
Yes

'""'"//""""''"'' ~:c

SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire

'"'' ll 1 rnan/mol .1. O ru/lt:l ("'"''''\I

ContnctL:::n Prg.

I.

~1't

1H11 1 ,,,d,

'!)'pes of Loons Olftrtd'

&~tt,Zlp

3.

1/

18

3,890,171
1200

3

II

f:>bv}Fana r
(714)

1100~1172

(~ 242·1170!ll42·5388
Rachel Fuller

ValleflndcP:tndcnt Bank
SIC. 202

3,470,450

20

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

7
16

GcrrlB.~rdon
Asst. V.P BA Loa 0 ICCT
(6t9) 11

~National

2,845,800

12

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

4
33

Kristine M..Chung
Sr. Vice Pres1dent
(213) 347·24341347·2395

r~J;~.

sxrnwt'

Bank•••
S. OltvcSt.
Los Angeles, CA 90014

This is Dennis Blythe ...

.s600m!f.7o~~

America's
#1 SBA Lender

But you probabl.Y knew that!
Dennis has been a lender in the
Inland Empire for the past eight
years. He knows our market and he
knows small business. He can help

LpTo
25-Year Tenns•

you finance a building for your
business. He won't just sell you the

SBA loan that's right for the bank,

Loans lp
To $2 .5 Million•

he 'II tell you which type of loan is
best for yo11.

Need a banker who
understands SBA loans??
Then you should be
banking with us!

Complete
Financing•

fi1griculture, ITJusiness, 1!1 onstruction, and

~BA Loans are the building blocks that make up
Valley Independent Bank's Loan Center.

PFF'.., Bu ... m~'5S Fmano.1l ......_·n·tn•o., a compll'h: porlfoh11 ol pmdu• t th.lt h"ll,:uo., on
oll't"l"'"lhllitv ,1nd CU,II)mi.l.\htm l(l ~1\"l' ~·our bu..,lm'S!. \",liU.Iblt• llmt• and 11\0ilt'\'
.md ~in• vtm pt.'Oll"L' of mmd Talk Ill your 1\t..".lf\..,1 br.lnlh m.m.lgl'r ,1bout our

Providmg SBA Financing to meet your specific needs.

Business Line!> of Credit, Checking Accounts, Commercia l RNI Eo;tate Loans, Merchant

{760) 775-5600

C.ud Services, Payroll Services, Tal; Service!> .1nd l:.mployee Retirement Plans.
II you h,l\"t.•

fthrH'Sick's Baslaas Baak

W ..en: Ba•IWII M~11tu Ba.slaes:s!
MEMBER FDIC

Co-Tow...
3737 Maia Slrect, Stt:. 104
Riverside, CA 92501

909-788-2265

~pol&& Ce~~ttr

Jm Arlingtoa Avenue
Rive~de.,

CA 92506

Ad•lt Ed. OptiollS Crater
6401 Lincoln Ave.. RM. 604

Rivenide, CA 92506

VALLEY INDEPENDENT BANKYour Community Professionals
CotcheltiJ11..500J·IniiD~·laQuinD~-1157· ~PihtJU.»::)·,..o..t~
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is also California's
#1 SBA lender
The Money Store• belie>es that ~'lSI mo,ing,
growth-{)riented businesses should be supported "hen
CXJY.tnsion requires the acquisition an<Vor construction
of new facilities. We prO>ide fully amortized loans
to owner·users for the refinance and purchase of
commercial real est11e as well as equipmenL
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PEOPLE, PLACES AND EVENTS

PEOPLE, PLACES AND EVENTS

T h e Best Little Businesses in California
The entrepreneurial spirit was
given a new life during Small
Business Month, celebrated in May
and recognized by Governor Pete
Wilson.
Two local businesses joined the
nine businesses nominated and

Tratk and COI7llrluce Agency, wh1le Amy's
MQ/hu (riglu) /Ot:Jtb on.

The Year's Finest Businessman
Awarded Small Business Person
of the Year was Joe William Dannis,
co-founder and president of
DawnSignPress in San Diego.
Dannis has parlayed a one-room
operation that started 18 years ago
into a leading publisher of sign language and educational deaf studies
materials and unique products for the
deaf and hearing signing community.
Dannis, who is deaf, represents a triumph for those facing formidable ob>lades.
"My education, coupled with
hard work and years of self-sacrifice, led to my success as a small
business man," he said.
With the release of Signing
Naturally, what has become the
most widely used American sign
language curriculum in the United
States and Canada, Dannis expanded and moved the company to San
Diego in 1991, where the company
employs 22 full-time workers.

selected by several state and federal
government agencies associated
with small business. The program is
sponsored by the California Trade
and Commerce Agency's Office of
Small Business and the California
Small Business Development Board.

The Golden Bear
Recipient of the Golden Bear
Award, given to companies that
increase public awareness, was the
California
Association
of
Independent Business (CAIB).
Located in Riverside, CAIB this

Amy Mmillo (l~ft), p«sid~ru of tit~ Colifornto
Association oflntkJXnd~nl Busine.ss~s, was «Cogniud a.r on~ of nm~ r«ip1~nu of th~ 1997
Gt:n-"Unor's Smllll Bu..nn~ Awuntr dunng f~
IWJJIU m SocrDmo~IO 0t1 May 5. Makmg the
Goftkn Bear aWGrd 10 Mmano is Julie Meier

Wright (unter), ucrrtary of the California

year celebrates its 30th year in business and has been in the forefront
of major issues from regulatory
reform to sponsoring legislation.
CAIB has testified on behalf of
small business.
Current President Amy Mittino
learned the tools of the trade while
working with her father, who started the CAIB in the Mittino home.
Those humble beginnings included
late-night newsletter writing. Now
the group is the chief advocate for
more than 10,000 members.
Goodwill Industries Looks to
Spread Goodwill
Goodwill Industries, headquartered in San Bernardino, is looking
to spread more goodwill throughout
the Inland Empire by hiring a public relations firm.
On board to launch the new
marketing campaign is CSP
Communications, Inc., a Coronabased public relations and marketing firm whose client list includes
the Inland Empire Economic
Partnership, Toyota Motorsports,
Valley Health System and Coors
Brewing Company.
Robert Moors, president and
CEO of Goodwill Industries of the
Inland Counties, said the new mar-

keting program will heighten
awareness of Goodwill.
"We are looking forward to an
exciting campaign that creates
awareness of Goodwill and all the
services that it provides to the community," Moors said.
Moors, whose nine-year experience with Goodwill Industries
includes promotions in Canada, said
the objective of the program is to
increase incoming revenues and communicate Goodwill's mission to key
publics, including government leaders, businesses, organizations and
consumers throughout the region.
"We are very enthusiastic
about this new marketing program," he said.
Goodwill Industries of the
Inland Counties is a non-profit organization that provides vocational services for people with disadvantages
and other special needs in Riverside
and San Bernardino counties.
Enroth Gets on the Green with
Pinnacle
Doug Enroth is getting into the
swing of things as project manager
for Pinnacle Design Company, a golf
course landscape architectural firm.
Enrotb will be designing renderings and perspectives for the

Top Savings & Loans and Federal Saving Banks
ll c.Hiquartcrcd in the lnl .uHI Empire- Nankrd by Jota/ .1\\rl\ "'of /Jecemhrr3/, /996
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Landscape Architect's Student
Chapter and has practiced landscape architecture for several
Arizona firms.
Pinnacle Des1gn Company's
credits include Mission Hills North,
The Quarry at La Quinta, Ironwood
Country Club, The Vintage Club,
Oak Creek Golf Cour,;e in Irvine and
Horizon Country Club in Rancho
Santa Fe. The firm has offices in
Palm Desert and San Diego.
PFF Bank & Trust Steps into a
New Arena
Offering extended services and
hours, PFF Bank & Trust has

Consulting Firm Breaks into Top
100 List
For the first lime 1n !Is 21-year
h1story,
Da\'ld
Evans
and
Associates, Inc., (DEA) has broken
into the top 100 list of design firms
in the United States
DEA was listed as 94 out of
500 firms that Eng1neering News
Record lists annually. The firm was
also ranked 56th among the top 100
"pure design" firms that do not
provide construction seiVices
DEA is a professional services
consulting firm with more than 675

President/CEO
(909) 686-6060f782-6t26

8.9

llutel LP.rl
Presideni/CEO
(909) 280-41001882-8548

San Bernardino, CA 92401

'·

DougEnroth

opened a new state-of-the-art telebanking center. Customers can
speak to a telebankmg representative about their accounts or other
available services between the
hours of 7 a.m. and 8 p.m., Monday
through Friday. On Saturdays, the
service is available from 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
"This new center represents a
new age of customer service as PFF
approaches the next century of
banking," said Pres1dent and CEO
Larry M. Rinehart
In addition to the new service,
PFF customers can take advantage of the bank 's automated
voice
response
system,
"MoneyLink," prov1dmg account
information 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.
PFF Bank & Trust has 23
branch locations in eastern Los
Angeles and northern Orange counties, the Inland Empire and desert
communities.

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax

25.6

Potnou, CA 91769

firm that is devoted exclusively to
golf course landscape architecture.
As a graduate from Arizona State
University, Enroth was on the
Dean's List, a Golden Key Honor
Society Member, and a Landscape
Architecture
Honor
Society
Member (Sigma Lambda Alpha).
He also served as an officer of
ASU's American Society of

~.:5

1,235
32.9

m.l

1.57

4.45

Dat. Ellis

Presrdeni/CEO
(909) 889-088ti388-2599

4

0.42

6.54

=-~
(909) 359-4700/359-3029

N/A =Nol Appllcobl~ WND= Would Not Disclose na = Not A~.·ailable. The information abm·e was obta.ined from the companies listed. To the best of our /cnowledge the information supplied i.s
accurate as ofpress ume. Whtle every effort is made 10 ensure tile accuracy and thoroughness of the fw, omtsston.s and rypograpluca/ errors somet•mes occur.. Please send correctton.s or
additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Emptre Bu..smess Journal, 8560 Vureyord A1.oe. Sulle 306, Rancho Cuca171011ga, CA 91730-4352 Researched by Jerry Strauss. Copynght 1997, IEBJ.

Mike Corve/1, general manager at Dave & Busler's, presenls a check for $10,600 to
Gmger Eaton, of the Wignall Museum/Gallery, from Daw! & Buster's successful pregrand opening party.

employees specializing in civil,
structural , environmental and
telecommunications engineering.
DEA offers services in transportation planning and design, surveying, land and environmental planning, landscape architecture, architecture, natural resource management, and right of way acquisition
services.
Locally, DEA has offices in
Ontario and San Juan Capistrano.
Current DEA projects mclude construction surveying on Route 71 m
Chino; the new HOV lanes on the 110 in San Bernardino County; engineering design for Irvine Apartment
Commumties; several projects at
the Los Angeles Zoo; landscape

architectural services for 20 parks
m the city of Costa Mesa; the
Grand Terrace Bike/Pedestrian
Trial; and planning serv1ces for the
La Quinta and Hawaiian Gardens
zoning ordinances.
"We have great people working
for us," said Tom Crowley,
Southern California office manager.
" It was not a surprise that we did so
well this past year."
DEA made its debut on the
Engineering News Record Jist at
number 457 in 1986. Last year's
ranking was 126. DEA's achievement assumes more significance in
light of the fact that there are more
than 69,000 design firms in the
United States.

Complaints ...
Praise!
Suggestions?
E-Mail us@

busjournal@earthlink.net
Thank you!

Inland Empire Business Journal
The source for the business world of the Inland Empire
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review

Starring Fess Parker, Again

Mario's Place... Where There's Smoke, There's Dinner
by Joe Lyons
Mario's Place keeps it simple.
According to Cigar Aficionado
magazine, there are many "smoker
nights" throughout the U.S. and
they can cost a' much as $350 a
plate. Most of these offer many
extras: large appetizer tables, vast
arrays of cordials, liqueurs and single malt scotches, and even elabo-

rate des...-.en selections.
But
Mario's
Place,
in
Riverside, cuts to the chase. No big
trays of hors d'oeuvres. Drinks are
from the bar, no host. And the beauty of Mario's Place is that the
smoker night dinner price is also
simple: $35. And it's every month.
You see, the big deal cigar parties are movable feasts, once every
six months or maybe annually.

Mario's Place smoker nights are the

first Monday of every month. Three
simple courses. Three good cigars.
You'll begin with a soup or
salad. If it's the mushroom soup,
it's excellent. The entree is usually
Angus beef, but 11 could be pork
loin. Cigar smokers are meat eaters
The third course is a chocolate
dessert.
A better-educated palate than
mme might debate the house wines.
I won't. It was Mario himself, God
rest h1s soul, who first introduced
me to better wines back m the early
'80s when the restaurant stood in
its earlier incarnation on Magnolia
Avenue between the car wash and
the used car lot.
Today it is at Spruce and Iowa,
just off of the 60 Freeway, and it's
run with a sense of taste and tradi-

Wolfgang Puck: ATasty Addition to Ontario Mills
by Ingrid Anthony
Have you ever wanted to dine
at Spargo's in LA. but felt that it
was too expensive or perhaps you
didn't want to drive there? Well,
you're in luck!!! Wolfgang Puck
Cafe recently opened in the Ontario
Mills ma ll.
The fine resta urant offers
excellent value for your money and
a very pleasant, warm atmosphere,
which is humming at lunch time

"The Winegrowers of the
Cucamon~ Valley•

Gr.a llea1n1o
Winery
Wine T.c:ing Daily
Tours Every Sat & Sun
Priv~te Labelin&"
Cu•tom aa.lteh &
M~il Orden Avail~ble

.f23' Wlneville R.ood
Mira Lorna, CA 91751

(909) 68s-Sl?6

and in the evenings, especially on
Friday and Saturday nights before
customers head to the movies.
Seating is inside or out-your
choice. No expense has been spared
in the decor, down to the selection
of the dishes imported from
England.
The cuisine is a sure bet and is
based on the quality of the raw
materials, the presentation, and,
more importantly, the imagination
in dining.
I sampled many dishes, which I
highly recommend. For appetizers,
I tried the barbecue duck quesadilla
($6.95); vegetable spring rolls
($6.95); Puck's Pucks ($ 10.95),
which is crab and more crab, whole
grain mustard caper sauce and
arugula salad; and grilled mari nated chicken satay ($7.50) served
wi th curry gi nger marinade, Thai
chili peanut sauce and cucumber
salad.
Appetizers and all the dishes
are served with wonderful bread
selections. The bunernut squash
soup ($4.95) is a must if you care
fo r a s oup instead of a salad.
However, the Chino is chicken

coptinued on Page 58

tion by Andrea and Leoni Palagi,
also known as Eleanora's boys by
those of us who have met their
mother.
A word should also be said
here about Dennis Hurley. He runs
the Tinder Box in the Galleria at
Tyler in Riverside and he is the
tobacconist for these monthly
events. Some of the expensive
places I mentiOned earlier feature a
local cigar hand wrapper or the
local distributor of one national
brand. Hurley selects from his
entire stock, choosing various
labels to suit each course.
If these monthly events took
place in Santa Monica, or even
Palm Springs, you would probably
have to stand in line with the likes
of Bruce Willis or Steven Speilberg
in the hope of getting a seat. But

C."kbraon~ i5

this is Riverside. There are no lines.
The crowd is small and almost intimate. Like I said, Mario's Place
likes to keep it simple.

Mario's Place is at 1725 Spruce
St., in Rl\'erside. For more Information, call (909) 684-7755.

She's had
7different names,
16 identities
and 21 homes.
And she's only
five years old.

Yiars /921-1997

got
wines/
•••••••••••••••

White Zinfandel4. 90
Chardonnay 8.00
Zinfandel Rouge 9.20
Mer lot Reserve 14.00
Fondanti Ciello 18.00
Gold Midal, Chocolare-e.s.senctd Porr

She"s one ofthol.ISJJld<, of chJidren
abducled evt:ry year by somt.•(_m~ they
know and trust. TI1c.ir D'ft-11 parents Often
invoh-ed in a custody d1sputc, m01hers or
fathers choose a <bper.ue hfe on the run
rather than nsk lnsmg their children
At Child find of Amenca"" offer free,

confidential, over· the· phone mediauon

UNCHO CUOMONGI
11467!oo Lnloollt5 ... WO!clflll 9091m 1711

ONIIRIO·GUISII
1!0JEa!IGodlli~JO•----O..""Aopotl

9093906998

... ..... ,../t11C.__...,;app

betv.<en parenb W1th our toll-free
number, we can help stop lhe running
and help parenb and the~r children
If you need our help, please call
t-800-292·9688 in confidence And help
your child find a more peareful fu1ure

IEIO«.DFNfOF~I"-C

by Jerry D. Mead
It's natural, I think, to be a little
suspicious of the new endeavors of
people who have been extremely
successful in other careers ... like the
athlete who gave up basketball to
play baseball ... you wonder if they
can be as good at the new game as
the old.
By and large, the wine industry
has fared pretty well with transplants from other industries.
Doctors have always been fascinated by wine, presumably because of
its healthful properties, and the
industry has any number of physicians who have had great success as
vintners. Doctors David Bruce and
Thomas Fogarty are a couple who
come to mind whose names are on
their labels. Lawyers should all do
as well as Don Carano of FerrariCarano. And the wines of Rubicon
and movie-making owner Francis
Ford Coppola aren't too shabby,
either.
But who would have thought
that the "Aw shucks" acting style of
popular 50s star Fess Parker (aka
Davy Crockett and Daniel Boone)
would play as well as a vintner of
some of the most elegant and exciting new wines from California's
Central Coast. Of course, he didn't
do it alone. He had a little help from
son and partner Eli and from well
known consultant Jed Steele.
Fess Parker wines started out as
a real family affair with both father
and son working at every aspect of
the small winery. As the enterprise
grew, Fess focused more and more
on marketing. Eli, a former real
estate entrepreneur, has become the
full-charge wine maker.
Founded six years ago, the winery has gone from 0 K to very good
to sometimes achieving greatness.
The winery's Reserve Pinot Noir
just
received
the
Doug
Davis/Sebastiani Vineyards Trophy
for Best New World Pinot Noir and
was a single vote away from being
named Best Red Wine overall.
The winery is located in the
Santa Ynez Valley in Santa Barbara
County, and the wines have good
national availability considering

their limited production. To make
appointments to visit or to track
down the nearest retail outlet, contact Fess Parker Winery, Box 908,
Los Olivos, CA 93441, oreal! (800)
841-1104.
Fess
Parker
1994 "Santa
Barbara" Chardonnay ($16)
This is one of two wines that I
didn't score 90 or more and it's still
exceptional and a multiple medal
winner. Rich and toasty with ripe,
tropical flavors. Soft (it could use
just a tad more acidity) and delicious. Drink it because it tastes
good anytime or match with fleshy,
full-flavored fishes, like tuna or
sturgeon. Rating: 89/84.
BEST BUY
Fess
Parker
1994
"Santa
Barbara" Pinot Noir ($18)
Nearly $20 is a lot of money,
but that's where the best Pinot
Noirs usually start, and they go
up-way up if you're talking
French Burgundy-from there.
This world-class wine has deep and
intense black cherry flavors, with a
complex earthy, tarry note. It has a
very long, complex after-flavor and
should get better for five years or
even longer. Rating: 92/90.

Cellar worthy but drinkable now.
Rating: 89/84.

Fess Parker 1993 "Reserve"
Syrah ($28)
One of the best of this variety
ever made in California. It is very
big and rich and the flavors are
plum once again but just a little less
ripe and, therefore, a little more
refined and elegant. The percentage
of new barrels was higher for th1s
wine and the wood is showier both
in bouquet and aftertaste, but the
wine has the size, fruit and body to
support it. A great wine Rating:
97/86.
Fess

Parker

1994

"Santa

Fess
Parker
1993
"Santa
Barbara" Syrah ($18)
Very ripe plum and black cherry and plenty of wood complexity.
Mouth filling and well balanced.

Finally, if it's a current release
and says "Fess Parker," it mtght be
pricey, but you can be pretty sure
it's going to be special.

Wines are rated using a umque
100-point sconng system. The first
nwnber rates quality; the second
number rates value.

W ine S e lection
& B est Values
by Bitt Anlhony
California Wines
Belvedere Winery
Chardonnay 1994
$14.00
,. Russian River Valley, California
Zinfandet 1993
$12.00
Dry Creek Valley, California
Beringer Vineyards
Cabernel Sauvignon 1991
$45.00
Napa Valley, California, Private
Reserve

Fess Parker 1994 "Reserve"
Pinot Noir ($28)
If I weren't so cheap, I'd send a
bottle of this to my cousin who
questions the excellence of
American Pinot Nair. This was the
champion, the wine named "Best
New World Pi not Noir," and if you
take all the flavor descriptors above
and add a little beet root and roast
coffee bean complexity, and then
magnify the intensity level by about
50 percent, and if you have been
waiting for the wine to fulfill all
your Pinot fantasies ... well I think
you get the idea. Delicious.
Expensive but worth it. Rating:
96/84.

Barbara" Merlo! ($18)
Big, supple, sexy, voluptuous,
silky, mouthful of red wine. Black
cherry flavors. If you want to compare it to French wine ... think
Pomerol not St. Emil ion. Alas! The
winery is sold out. All there is, is in
distribution channels. Snap up all
you can find. Rating: 95/87.

Chardonnay 1994
$20.00
Nappa Valley, California, Private
Reserve
$7.50
Gamay Beaujolais 1994
California, Methode Carbonique

Castelletto
Cortese 1994
Temecula, California
Sangiovese 1993

$16.00

Robert Young

Vineyards

Pinol Noir 1993

$14.00

Sonoma County, California

Elkhorn Peak Cellars
Chardonnay 1994
$15.00
Napa Valley, California, Fagan
Creek Vineyard
Pi not Noir 1994
$21.00
Napa Valley, Catiforma, Fagan
Creek Vineyard
Expressions by G len E llen
Merlo11994
$12.00
Sonoma County, California
La Crem a
Chardonnay 1994

$15.00

Sonoma County, California

$18.00

Temecula, California

Chardonnay 1994
$25.00
Sonoma County, California,
Sonoma Reserve

C hateau St. J ean
Cabemel Sauvignon 1992

Pi nor Noir 1994
$18.00

$17.00

Sonoma County, California

Sonoma County, California,

"Cinq Cepages"
Cabernel Sauvignon 1990
$37.95
Sonoma County, California,
Reserve
Chardonnay 1994
$ t 7.50
Alexander Valley, California,
Belle Terre Vineyards
Merlo! 1993
$12.00
Sonoma County, California
Merlo! 1991
$30.00
Sonoma County, California,
Reserve
$12.00
Pinal Blanc 1993
Alexander Valley, California,

Robert Pepi Winery
Chardonnay 1993
$15.00
Napa Valley, California,
"Ciassique"
Cabemet Sauvignon 1991
$18.00
Napa Valley, California, Vine
H1ll Ranch
Sangiovese 1994
$17.00
California, Two-Heart Canopy
Steltzner Vineyar ds
$19.00
Cabemet Sauvignon 1991
Stag's Leap, Napa Valley,
California, Estate Bottled
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Diversity Makes Xerox Unique and Provides Strength for Its Future
by Ramona Benjamin
The beginning of Xerox's
commitment to diversity can be
dated to a 1968 memo condemning racism and setting the company on a course for aggress1ve
minority recruitment/affirmahve
action. This message came from
the top: Joseph C Wilson, founder
of the modern Xerox, and C Peter
McColough. Xerox president at
that lime.
The Wilson-McColough letter
remains a treasured document at
Xerox and still is circulated whenever we try to explain our commitment to diversity inside or outside of our company.
When taking a look back mlo
Xerox's history, mteresting facts
on diversity and affirmative action
become evident In 1964, Xerox
employed about 300 minority

evaluated on their ability to hire
and promote minorities through
Xerox's balanced work-force
strategy.
We at Xerox of greater Los
Angeles are proud to be honored
with an award by Carlos Pascual,
president of U.S
Customer
Operauons, as the best cusromer
busmess unit to meet balanced
work-force obJeCtives and for our
usc of opportunities cross-functionally Pascual started his career

That commllment to diversity
can be seen throughout Xerox,
where managers at all levels are

PERMITS $500,000 OR LARGER

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE
lWOWE£1(5

ONE WEEK

?

CONS--rRUc-TION

NOTICES
COMM'L
$3,002,369
5/2/97
REF. #39
Lucerne Valley

BULK LOADOUT FACILITY; CONTACT: BAEST
ENGINEERING INC. 714-279-1730
OWNER: Pluess Stauter Inc., PO. Box 825, Lucerne
Valley, CA 92356
PROJECT 7225 Cryslall Creek Rd.

NEW
$827,839
5/1/97
Ref. #14
Corona

12 SFAS FROM $52,872 • $77,290
OWNER: Paragon Homes, 1448 15th T., Santa Monica,
CA 90404 310-393-1431
PROJECT 9249-9294 Scotty Wy /22761-22801
Hannah Ct.

NEW
$1,233,649
5/1/97
Ret. #78
Temecula

15 SFAS FROM $64,212 - $98,245
OWNER: Overland National, CA
CONTRACTOR: Westmark Communities, 1 Columbia,
Temecula, CA 92656 909-693-0848
PROJECT: 45283-45367 Calles ito Ordenes /317 4331778, Cammo Rosales

NEW
$645,719
4/30/97
Ref.#76
Sun Ctty

10 SFAS FROM $53,816-$69,719
OWNER: Colrich Construction, 4141 Jutland, San Diego,
CA 92117 619-490-9505
PROJECT 27910-27937 Blaze Ln. I 26638-26668
China Dr.

COMM'L
$1,038,546
4/29/97
Ref.#40
Menifee

RESTAURANT - TACO BELL AND TRASH ENCLOSURE; OWNER: Restaurant Ventures, CA
CONTRACTOR: Donald Veasey, 27574 Center Dr.,
Temecula, CA 92590 909-694-1957
PROJECT: 30115 Antelope Rd.

NEW
$976,015
4/29/97
Ref. #47
Murrieta

11 SFAS FROM $71,961-$108,790
OWNER: Pacific Century Homes, CA, CONTRACTOR:
Neil D. Gascon, 2096 San Jacinto Dr., San Jacinto,
CA 92583 909-765-1755
PROJECT 39813-39853 Beaucaire Ave./26600-26675
St. Michel Ln.

SAME DAY

Your lntra-Col.l1y business mail will be picked up by cooier
TWICE a day an:l harxl delivered on ru next route.
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

with Xerox as a sales representative from Spain and worked hiS
way up to head the largest div1sion
of Xerox, the United States.
Diversity is reality, and it 1s
our b•ggest strength both m our
society and in our economy. We at
Xerox of greater Los Angc les are
proud to have reached our goal of
achieving a balanced work force
Our work force reflects the
diverse community m \Vhich we
reside

workers, or 3 percent of 1ts total
work force of slightly more than
11,000 workers. Today, Xerox
employs more than 12,000 minority workers out of a U.S. work
force of about 46,000: 26 percent
The people of Xerox understand
there is still a good deal to be done
when it comes to promoting
women and minorities.
CEO Paul Allaire devoted his
entlfe letter to shareholders m the
1991 Xerox annual report to the
top•c "Embracing Diversity." The
Xerox corporate culture, he wrote,
"must be continually reshaped so
that Xerox and Xerox employees
alike obtain the full benefit of a
work place m which d1versity is
cultivated, nurtured and rewarded."

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges

• Ovemighllsller Service

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

Source: One Step Ahead is now known as

Southern California Construction Reports
Phone: (800) 383-1723 or (310) 451-7660

Nine flat pennies a minute. Pay JUSt 9¢ a minute for

')ng di< tance calls in California With the new GTE Easy Savtngs F'at Rate

Plus Plan.· This s the only flat rate plan that saves you money on all your calls

d~rect

dtal, calling :ard; toll free. and optlrator-

assisted calls! You can see exactly how much you're saving because your local and long distance bills are combined tnto one.

Save money in no time flat. After the firSt

lfii#J

18 seconds, you pay only for every 6 seconds you'r6 on the phone. which ·an

save a o1 of money. At'd there 3re nc 'ltart
up fe€ r and no rr ofltt·ly rc" urnflg char ~E s

IT 'S AMAZING WHAT
WE CAN

Do

TOGETHER .

That''l a pre1ty sharp offer, so c.all us today

•Offer expires July 31. 1997. tSurcharges still apply to operator-ass1sted and calling card calls

Stgn up now ancl save btg on you1
long dtstance calls Call toll ftee
I

1-888-557-8100
www.gte.com/longdtstance
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Endangered Fly Has Assembly Buzzing
John K KidweU. President
20th Century Plast•c~. Brca
Ed. E. Caliendo. Prcsidcm 1CEO,
AIDCO, Inc., Chino
Rlchard Alsbin, C'EO
Alshin Tm: Corporation, Rancho
Cucamonga
Ktitb Swayne, PrcsidcnVCEO
Case Swayne Co., Inc, Corona
William T. Frankenberger Jr..
President/CEO
Centrum Analytical Lahoratoric~.
Inc .. Redlands
Ronald L. Wilson.
Chairman/Prcstd!!nL CEO
De:-crt Communtt) Bank, Vtctor\'lllc
Ennio W. Racinelli,
Owner/Prcstdcnt
Endar Corp., Temecula
Donald D. GaUeano.
Winemak.eriOwncr
Galleano Winery. Miril Lorna
Mark C'arter. Prc~tdcnt, and
Brad Smith, Vice Prcstdcnt
International C.Z UP, Inc., RivcrsLdc
MichaelS. KeUy, President; CEO
and
Mkbul J. Gallo, Execuuvc
V.P. C'OO
Kelly Space & 1echnology, Inc San
Bernardino
Cbark=s J. Ho~arty, PrcsidcnVCEO
Keystone Automotive lndustncs. Inc.
Pomona
RJck Gonzales, Pres1dcm
LA.S. Composites, Perris
Rodger Cosgro'"·e, Prcs1dent
Locus Direct Marketing Group,
Redlands
Jobo J. O'Neil Jr., Chairman/CEO
Micro·Frame Technologies, Inc.
Ontario
Nick Lanphier, CEO, and
Larry Parnell, Prcs1dcnt
Oakwood lntenors. Ontano
Alan Sefton. President
Pearpomt, Inc, Thousand Palms
Michael Poma,

Prcsideni/Ov.n~:r

Poma Distributing Company. Inc .•
R1aho
R.E. (Buck) Goodspeed, Secretary
& Trea.<>urer
Thomas S. Goodspeed Pres1dcnt,
and jobo D. Good••pee:d, Vice
Prcstdcn!
R.B.. Goodspeed Sons DJstr.OUl1ng.
Inc Hcspcn
Sttpben A. Scully. Prestdcnt
1be Scully C'ompamcs fontana
Josc:pb Monbito, Pres1dcnt Owner
Sunwest Spons, lnc . Corona
Rkbard

J. lloc:kmann,

Otairman/Prestdent/C'EO
Unites States falttr Corporation,
Palm Desert

by Rebecca Jo James
The Delht Sands flower-loving fly might get its wings clipped
if Assemblyman Keith OJ berg (RVictorville) and Assemblyman Joe
Baca (D-San Bernardino) get their
way.
Currently listed on the
Endangered Species Act, the fly
has been at the forefront of controversy in San Bernardino County.
Olberg offered an amendment that
would have restored language calling upon the removal of the fly
from the federal list of protected
species. But the language was
modified to incorporate an endowment-not yet Identified- to be
established on behalf of the fly.
Olberg, who had co-authored
the resolution with Baca, said that
he was dissatisfied with the outcome of the recent vote on his

amendment to restore the ongmal
language. He removed himself as
co-author.
"I co-sponsored this resolution
when it was introduced because it
was the right thing to do," he said.
"But I strenuously objected to the
new language because it is void of
any substance."
His partner in the resolution,
Baca, abstained from voting on the
amendment that would restore the
original language.
"The amendment was gotng to
be
ktlled
anyway,
Baca
explatned. "To pass [Oiberg]
needed 38 votes, but he only had
36. It was 1mportanl for me not to
Jeopardize the bill but rather keep
it moving."
Baca said that technically the
amendment was not written correctly; Olberg had written to
"delete" the fly from the

Endangered Species List, but it
should have read "delis!." The
amendment also had to be directed
toward the correct departments,
which were the Department of
Interior and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
"I won 'I support a bill that
doesn 'I have the appropriate language," said Baca.
Baca said he believes Olberg
looked "in haste" at the re-wrillen
resolution and saw !hat the word
"delete" had been taken out.
"But our ideas are not different; we're accomplishing the same
mission," Baca said. "How you
get there is most important."
So far they are not gelling anywhere; the amendment failed and
will go back to commillee .
The Delhi Sand flower-loving

A look at Business Leaders, Political Issues and NAFTA

continued on Page 53

Hard Work Pays Off for I .E.
Entrepreneurs
by Rebecca Jo James
Webster's Dictionary defines
an entrepreneur as "one who
launches or manages a bustness
venture, often assuming risk."
Entrepreneurs of the Inland Empire
who have taken the risk and are
now successful have been named
finalists in the 1997 Inland Empire
Entrepreneur of The Year (EOY)
awards program.
Representing a cross section of
the area's business community,
finalists were chosen from a field of
more than 130 candidates who
were nominated for the annual
award.
Recipients
will
be
announced at a gala awards banquet
on the evenmg of June 19 at the
newly
renovated
Rtverside
Convention Center.
Spearheaded by Ernst & Young
LLP, the EOY award has been
referred to as the business community's equivalent of the entertainment industry's Academy Awards.
l! was founded by Ernst & Young
LLP more than a decade ago to

cessful entrepreneurs.
"The nominee list reads like a
'Who's Who' of our business cornmunity," said Don Ecker and Sally
Anderson, partners in Ernst &
Young's entrepreneurial services
practice in the Inland Empire. "We
were impressed with the overall
quality of the candidates and
inspired by the individual innovalions that propelled these entrepreneurs to success...
Today, the program takes
place in 46 maJOr United States
markets and includes the following national co-sponsors: The
Entrepreneur of the Year Institute;
the Center for Entrepreneurial
Leadership, Inc , at the Ewtng
Marion Kauffman Foundation,
USA Today; and the NASDAQ
Stock Market.
Joining the national sponsors
are Edison Jntcrnotional, J&ll
Marsh & McLennan, Inc. and
Sprint. Inland Empire medta sponsors are The Press-Enterprise, The
Business Press, The Desert Sun,
Inland Empire Business Journal

Cal Poly President to Advise
Congress and Clinton
Dr. Bob H. Suzuki, president of
California
Polytechnic
University, Pomona, in May was
confirmed as a member of the
Natwnal Sc1ence Board by the
U.S. Senate President Bill
Clinton named Suzuki and eight
others to the 24-member board,
which serves as the governing
body for the National Science
Foundation. The hoard is also the
national policy advisor to the
president and Congress for the
promotion of research and education in science, mathematics and
engineering. Suzuki will serve a

L

side ...
• NAFTA: Solving International Trade Disputes
•

~hich

Industry Cluste~ are Building Trade
Between the Inland Empire and Mexico
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Latino access

1,,,,,,,a"d I•J•Jt, Jl)fJ-u,,,,J...

continued from Page 33

dates on their Spanish medical terminology fluency. There is a major

no cash patients left in California.
The reality IS that since the focus is
entirely on insured patients many

difference between translating a
request for a taco in Spanish and
translating a doctor's patient care
recommendations.
The Inland Empire health care
conununity is moving in the right
direction but can still benefit from a
class of "Hispanics and Health 101."

groups have failed to re-visit their
cash patient potential, especially in
the Hispanic market.
Access to health care also
includes
providing
culturally

appropriate care. While some medical groups have aggressively hired
Hispanic physicians and others
have opted to hire adequate support
staff. many medical groups do not
appropriately screen their candi-

David Munoz Jr. is a consultant
with D1rect Access Marketing
Group, wh1ch consults for HMOs,
medical groups and hospitals on
Hispanic marketing efforts.

pick up a
small business
c re d i t •I i n e at

pr1me

,,,,1,,, ,m f >t,"-'
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Peter J, Anderson, 648
Roxbury Dr., Palm Springs;
debts:
$208,558,
assets:
$151,395; Chapter 7.
Juan G. Avila, fdba Kool
Kove, aka Kool Kove
Lounge, 2979 Denton St.,
Rovcrsidc; debts: $150,985,
as~ets: $124,242; Chaptr.:r 7.
Ernest A . Avina, aka Ernie
A. Avina, Ernie Avina,
Christina M. Avina, aka
Chris Avina, Kris Avina,
Krbtina Avina, 8526 Todd
Court,
R1verside ; debts
$354,483, assets. $222,655;
Chapter 7
Samuel Bartlelt, Guia Perez
Bartlett, 850 Calle Quetzal,
Palm
Spnngs;
debts
$242,123, assets: $154,450;
C'haoter 7.

Darlene Becker, aka Darlene
Joy Becker, dba Jodar
Distributing Company, 68·
955 Adelona Rd. , Cathedral
City; debts, assets schedules
not available; Chapter 13
Barbara June Bryan, aka
Barbee Bryan, dba Barbee
Bryan's Pet Salon, I 1712
Country Flower Lane, Moreno
Valley; debts : $204,337,
assets: $219,525; Chap1er 7
Alan Leslie Burch, Diane
Marie Burch, dba Burch
Cabinet Company, 24306
Lenox Ln., Murrieta; debts:
$275,536, assets; $182,395;
Chapter 7
Crisante Cabagay, Lourdes
Cabagay, aka Lourdes Basa,
dba Eastern Silk Plants,
10590 Willow Creek, Moreno
Valley; debts: S250,7H9, assets: S 183,200; Chapter 7
Ray Porter Carbine Jr.,
Linda Carbine,
1191
Seventh St., Norco; debts:
$210,796, assets: $168,110;
Chapter 7
Arthur Anthony Caudillo,
Donna Jean Caudillo, aka
Donna Jean Mills, Donna
Jean Mills Caudillo, 22803

Need more infomllllion?

r--------------------,

Call C1t1bank now for a small business ltne
of credit and borrow at Prime.

Coren·Micbacl Anderson,
aka
Douglas
Wright
Anderson, 4245 Mill Creek
Rtverside;
debts:
St.,
$237,667, assetso $62,300;
Chapler 7

Bask Topl.bt rucam.

. Mergcdala"•thyouteuslOnlldlcnaodpnlll

lfh~ ~ mort,

To order:

WordPc:rfta

and~TW~ymofc)

sion of the Book of Usb,
c.kcs a popular product frum

8.50%

Oren P. Ames, Teresa K.
Ames, 29023 Campbell,
Valley ;
debts·
Moreno
$205,463, assets: $149,908;
Chapter 7

YOU~LLLOVE
JlaUtt•
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The Boo«. or U\b IS an iMual
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research,diroctm;u-keting.and
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Kuka Circle, Wildomar; debts:
$208,702, asse!So $166,115;
Chapter 13.
Evan Robert Chapman, aka
E. R. Chapman, dba E. R.
Chapman Construction, #2
Chapman Rancho Rd., Mt.
Baldy; debts: $157,023, assets $4,167; Chapter 7.
Miguel A. Concunubo,
29821 Western Jay Way,
Murneta; debts: $218,200,
assets S 129,860; Chapter 7
Donald Curtis Craft Sr.,
43095
Corte
Almonte,
Temecula; debts: $385,554,
asset>. $1,2XO; Chap1er 7.
Susan Kay Craft, 43095
Corte Almonte, Temecula;
debts
$387,349, assets
$21.547, Chapter 7
Hobart Randolph Dever,
Ana Del Carmen Dever, 174
Pepper Tree Dr., Perris; debts:
$233,070, assets: $150,500;
Chapter 7
Gary E. Dickens, Lucy M .
Dickens, aka Lucy M.
Ferrell, fdba Gary Dickens
Trucking, Harvest Hay &
Grain, 4983 Del Rosa Rd.,
Phelan; debts: $164,816. assets: $125,400; Chapter 7
Richard
L.
Donoho,
Michelle D. Donoho, aka
Michelle Steele, fdba R&D
Liquidators, 26043 Barring·
ton Crt., Sun City; debts:
$196,720, assets: $136,725;
Chapter 7.
Conrad Joseph Dubois Jr.,
judith L:ynn Dubois, aka
Judith L. Stowers, 22H95
Ba}\\Ood Dr.. Moreno Valle)
dchts.
205.0-l6,
ssets
$9:\ "'O"i; Chaptt:r 7
Sleun Dale Earl, Mar)·
Olhia Earl, fdba Tra,el
Smart.Smartra,el Seniccs,
1 Ci26S
San
Jose
Dr
Victorville, debts S95,944,
assets: $34,880; Chapter 7
Thomas J, Fain, Sheri K.
Fain, fdba T &T Karate, dba
Tom Fain Pinstriping, 117
North Vernon Ave.. San
Jacinto; debts: $161.272, as·
sets: $93,898; Chapler 7

r•{l(lt)~C&-t•••Fui«<''IM-'m

Eric Ferguson, Janice L.
Ferguson, 44719 Johnston
Dr., Temc'CUla; debts: $232,301,

asset>: Sll4,64S; Chapcer 7.
Genelle Yvonne Garcia·
Ulrey, aka Genelle Ulrey,
Genelle Garcia, Frederick
Allen Ulrey Jr.,
1736
Turquo1se Dr., Corona; debts
$333,927, assets $229,780;
Chapter 7.
John S. Geurts, Denise A.
Geurts,
fdba
Dankz
Productions, 21265 Avenida
lnsook, Murrieta; debts:
$521,468, assets. $515,900;
Chapter 7.
john Sands Givens, Carol
Christine Givens, 32583
Cedar Spring Crt. Wildomar;
debts:
S244,442. assets:
$41 ,600; Chapter 7
Glosson,
Barbara
Don
Glosson,
fdba
Glosson
Drum, Valero, 3454 Revere
Rd .,
Riverside;
debts
$311,517, assets: $150,825,
Chapter 7
Steven J. Hall, 35450 Pauba
Rd.,
Temecula;
debts:
$252,261, assets. $175,202;
Chapter 7.
Leonardo Herrera, Marciela
Herrera, 11565 Clark St.,
Moreno
Valley;
debts:
$230,497, assets: $116,400;
Chapter 7.
Gunnar Hollensen, Cynthia
L. Hollensen, aka Cynthia
L. Ogden, 2153 Park Ave.,
Hemet;
debts $213,793,
assets: $139,041; Chapter 7.
Dennis j. Hondorp, aka
Dennis Joseph Hondorp, 39550 Elna Way, Cathedral City
dt!bts. S342,6XX.
assets:
155,920; Chapter 7
Willie
Fa·ank
her),
Chri.,tina Marie he1~, fdha
e"· Knntra 's Lock & Ke.}
Senice, 7S9~ i'O)· n \\t
Fnnt.1na, dt:hls
$!'\0,653,
as~cts: $67,9.2X, Chapter 7
Thomas E. Jolly, Christel
Jolly, fdba Jolly's Phelan
Cafe, 14025 Farmington
2424,
Hes~ria;
debts:
$173,546, assets $138,850;
Chapter 7.
John P. Kane Jr., Karen
Everett, fdba Envirx, 15750
Mesquite St., Hesperia; debts:
$305,4t6, assets: $110,900;
Chapter 7,

Kenneth F. Landis, Roslynn
B. Landis, 78020 Calle Norte,
La Quinta; debts: $184,408,
assets: $224,200; Chapter 7.
Blanche Alice Leonard, aka
Bianca A, Leonardo, dba
Tree of Life Publications,
620 Jun1per Rd ., Joshua Tree,
debts:
$31,439,
assets
$21,219; Chapter 7
Susan M.
Susan M.
Biggs St..
$193,446,
Chapler 7.

McCarthy, aka
Marmolejo, 4304
Rivers1de; debts
assets: $224,601,

Terry Lee Milb, Phyllis D.
Mills, aka Phyllis Antelo,
25471 Steffy Ctr.. Moreno
Valley; debts:
$304,262,
assets S 131, 150; Chapter 7.
Timothy Michael Morgan,
aka Tim Morgan, dba
Utilities
Construction
Company,
29737
Calle
Palmas Dr., Temecula; debts.
assets schedules not available;
Chapter 7.
Robert D. Muir, Veronica
Muir, dba Robert Muir
Construction Co., The Muirs
Inn, 54440 Nonh Circle Dr.,
Idyllwild; debts: $274,921,
assets: $275,262; Chapter 13.
Robert Allen Mund~ Metinda
Lee Mund~ 2678 Bronco l.Jl.,
Norco; debts: $430,686, assets:
$194,200; Chapter 7
Michael Robert O'Day, 1020
Vista Del Cerro Dr., #307,
Corona; debts $225,015,
assets: $145,750; Chapl<r 7.
Bradley K. Olson, Amy Beth
Olson, Sl45 Stont.: M1st Clr
R1\er~1dc, dehts S2 2,~03
•~'"" S 179,493 Ch pier 7
K~·ri

Lennae Owen~. fdha
Connect
.-\merica
in
\tontclair. <-onnecl \merica
of California, 103"7 ~~ rth
Pampa~ A\c
R1.11ln '-.khts
$28.541, assr.:ts $1, 777,
Chapter '7
Donna Jane Riley, 26050
Vista Pl., Hemet; debts:
$100.100, assets: $220,483;
Chapter 7.
Jon Paul Wier, Sandra
Leone Wier, 28881 Mallby
Ave . , Moreno Valley; debts;
$263,979, assets; $224,650;
Chapter 7.
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PRO Arrowhead committed ...

Arrowhead Committed to Hispanic Community
Arrowhead Credit Umon
(ACU) is known for building links
within its community. This stems
from the organization's longstanding philosophy of supporting
the community it serves. The
credit union understands that
without a strong relationship with
its member base the credit union
would need to work harder at
attracting and keeping its busi-

to success, being a viable and
integral partner of the population
it represents. ACU looks beyond
providing affordable financial services when it engages in business.
It invests its resources to build a
foundation with community partners and continues its reinvestment efforts to cement those relationships. The goal in thinking,
acting and planning like an equal
partner with the community is to
commumcate that we are not
operatmg alone and that our
return on our investment is
enhancmg the quality of hfe in the
Inland Empire.

ness.
One of the components of
Arrowhead's prosperity is handson community involvement. Since
the credit union was formed in
1949, it quickly realized this key

ACU has accomplished this
through its community outreach
efforts vta financial support and
employee participation in a myriad of programs.
The credit union makes support to its markets a number one
priority, especially in outreach
programs to the community. It has
most recently sponsored the
Hispanic Chamber Association
business mixer, which brings
together the business membership
of the 10 individual Hispanic
chambers in this region and draws
more than 400 people from within a 60-mtle radius.

The credit umon has sponsored this event for the past two
years and has committed to being
the major sponsor this year. It has
also sponsored the Minority
Business Expo, the Small
Business Procurement Expo,
KVCR's
"Inland
Empire
Minority Busmess Update," the
African-American
business
mixer,
African-American
Juneteenth Celebration, CSUSB
Future Leader Youth Program,
Sinfonia Mexicana~ Association
of Mexican-American Educators,

continued 011 Page 59

.E.Eispanic Policies zn California
by Frc:d Agmur

izens. To this end, it is impc!rative that
it be directed at a broad range of

is:;ucs .

Over the past few years the
Hispanic community's political influencc in California has increased dramatically. The growth in the numba
of Hispan:c elected C'fflctals has
accelerated in the 1940s as it should.
Hi~pamc voters comprise roughly 30
percent of tht: dectorate, and their
numbers are growing. Since 1990,
greater than 50 pt!rcent of California's
population growth has come from
within the Hispanic community.
Although converting this growing
population into political power has
been a challenge. election returns
indicate that it is being met.
This was recently illustrated by
the election of Cruz Bustamante as
the first Hispanic speaker in the histo-

The linkage between welfare
rt::form and the husiness community is
an exct:llent example The emerging
welfare program will require the state
to move 600.000 welfare recipients
into the work force over the next three
years. Busmesscs throughout the state
will bt! asked to create new jobs to
accommodate these new workers, and
proposals to provide mcentives, such
as tax credits, are already in wide circulation.
Yet. the state continues to hamper
these businesses through a costly
workers' compensation program, endless regulations, liability Jaws and
mountains of. red tape. By failing to
reform these and other costly mandates, the state strangles the very job
creation that it is attempting to stimulate.

ry of the California Assembly. This

made to 1mpress upon elected officia Is the importance that these
reforms hold for the Hispanic business community. If this substantial
political innuence can he harnessed, it
is likely that a long-tcrm Solution can

concerns to elected officials, each person must help to mold a government
that reflects his or her individual needs.
With strong representation in the
Legislature and active politic<li
involvement by individual citizens,

be reached.
California\ Hi~panic community
now ~nJoys more political innuencc
than ever before. However, this inOuence carries a n~w responsibility
activ1sm. fhspanics must take the lead
in addr..-ssmg the critical issues facing
our state, and they must do so at every
level of government. Whether by running for office or simply voicing one's

the Hispanic community can make a
powerful, long-term impact on the
direction Cahforniil takes in the ncxt
century.

continued from Page 46

ment can only effect long-term influence through the grassroots organiza-

tion and mobiliza1ion of Hispanic cit-

growth. Grassroots efforts must be

entrees were rotisserie rosemary

demonstrates

beyond doubt that the Hispanic community has politically come of age.
Despite iiS significance, however, this
single election does not mark an endpoint for the Hispanic movement.
Because of term limits and constant
turnover in the Legislature, this move-

As one of the fastest growing
segments of our economy, Hispanic
businesses have a vested interest in

Now'
Call Today

Sub,.:ribe

B

Inla~nd

I
J o .... r.-.a

En-.pire

~•si.-.c:s:s

(909) 484-9765

Pastas and Pad Thai selections
are also offered, which were excel-

ensuring that the state provide adequate training for current welfare
recipients and eliminate barriers so
that businesses can do what they do
best: create jobs and spur economic

election

chicken ($10.95), with a choice of
garlic mashed potatoes, French
fries or Caesar salad; rotisserie barbecue chicken ($10.95) with the
same selections of side dishes;
salmon
grilled
orwegian
($15.95); and ground sirloin burger
($8.95).

If bankers win
contmued from Page 7

Yet, even as they watt for
Congress to act, banks have made

the ability to issue stock to raise
capital. They would have to return
excess income to customer-own-

ers, make loans only to customers, and end lucrative investments in outside commercial

enterprises.
Becoming a

credit

union

would mean forgoing many
advantages and perks bankers
don't want to lose. It's ironic.
Bankers say they need to change
with the times. They have asked
Congress to give them full access

lent. Desserts are lruly delicious
and a specialty here. Try the warm
chocolate-souffle cake, meringue
key lime pie or vanilla-creme

brulee with a chocolate biscotti
cup. AJI desserts are $4.95.
Service is attentive and caring,

and

part-owner

and

General

Manager Tony Husain's presence

guarantees everything goes smoothly. The atmosphere is friendly, and
customers in jeans mix comfortably
with

those

in

business

attire.

Wolfgang Puck is located in the
Ontario Mills mall (where the 15
and 10 freeways meet). The phone
number is (909) 987-2299. For a
group of eight or more, reservations
are recommended.

inroads into these commercial

activities. How? Bank regulators
have re-interpreted existing banking laws. At the same time, banks
want to tum the clock back on
credit unions to 1934. They want
the Supreme Court to declare that
credit union regulators cannot
interpret existing credit union

to commercial activities-like

laws so that credit unions also can
change with the times.
Credit unions should be celebrated for thetr success, not punished. The financtal well-bemg of
millions of Americans is at stake.

the sale of securities and insurance-that have been off-limits
to them since the Glass-Steagall
Act was passed in 1936.

Robert Cameron is the president
and CEO of March Federal Credit
Union.

CON

Mom, apple pie ...
continued from Page 7
unions are required to serve only
their members. The credit union
movement is now essentially the
middle class subsidizing itself.
Some movement.

Restaurant review

salad, with spicy honey muslard
dressing ($8.95) is a house favorite
and the most asked for dish besides
their famous pizza. The spicy
shrimp pizza was the best.
For enlrees, I tried the grilled
swordfish ($16.95) with warm
dijon vinaigrette and horseradish
mashed potatoes-the best swordfish I have ever tasted. Other

landmark

Fred Aguiar is a Republican a.uemblyman for the 6/st District, which
includes Chino,
Chu10 Hills,
Montclair, Ontario, Pomona tmd
Rancho Cucamonga

continued from Page 58

Credit unions are mustering
their grass roots lobbying machinery to insist that banks are trying
to put them out of business. You
have doubtless already read about
poor populist mstitutions being
crushed benc~th the steamroller of
the banking lobby, denying your
right to choose. That's BursonMarstellar and Hill & Knowlton,
the big public relations firms, at
work.
Nothing could be further from
the truth; the California banking
industry has no plans to attack
credit unions in the Legislature.
Banks don't want to put credit
unions out of business. The majority of credit unions play by the
rules, and even the credit unions
on steroids would have the option
to become mutual savings banks if

1he Supreme Court rules against
them and thetr congressional tactics fail.
But the 255 California community banks with assets under
$250 million-77 percent of the
states banks-who are threatened
by unfair credit union practices
hope to stay m business, too.
What banks, their shareholders
and employees want IS to hold
credit unions to the spirit of the
law-limited m membership to
those with a smgle, genuine common bond. Or, conversely, if they
choose to look, act and grow like
banks, credit umons should be
taxed as banks are, and as formerly
tax-exempt mutual savings banks

Neighborhood Works Week, and a
variety of valuable community
programs.
One recent sponsorshtp
includes a technology seminar in
partnership
with
EEE
(Enterprise
for
Economic
Excellence) Internet provider
and the Inland Empire Hispanic
Chamber. Several credit union
employees serve on the Latino
Internet committee, which has
developed a web page specifically for Latina-owned businesses
and is working on programs to
increase the awareness and use

of technology within the Latmo
community.

Beyond its outreach efforts,
Arrowhead is mindful and conscientious about the region it
serves. Without the need for government imposed regulations on
hiring, the credit union is an

advocate of workplace diversity

and vests its interest in creatmg
an employee base that mmors
the make up of the community it
represents. In fact , ACU is probably the leader in ensuring diversity amongst its work force and
can be an example to the many
financial institutions in the
Inland Empire who may not be
cognizant of the changing demographics of this area. For example, the board of directors is
made up of a Hispanic woman
who serves as the chairperson
and a Hispanic businessman. It
also employs more than stx managers of Hispanic descent,
including one senior vice pres1·
dent.
For its commitment to people-its members, neighbors,
employees and busmessesArrowhead is a fine example of
what it takes to be a good corporate citizen and the positive
impact a vested interest in the
commumty can generate.

Small Box...
LARGE $ALES.
No Box...
No Sales.
Accept Credit Cards For Your
Business & Increase Sales 30-SO%

1-800-74H318

now are.

Larry Kurmel is the execwive
director of the California Bankers
Association, the primary trade
association for the commercial
banks of California. Before joining CBA, he was executive director of the California Teachers
Retirement System.
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AAA Check Cuhlng Cntr.,
3686 Riverside Dr., Ste. H ,
Chino, CA 9t 710-2979 Abdul

Khan

Suzanawerphone, 3953

Pro Towtng & Svc., 10477
Central Ave., ND, Montcla.r,
CA 91763-4404 Adel Farag
Superior Cou,..Ung Svc.,
1911 Commercenter E., Ste.
115, San Bernardino, CA
92408-3417 Adrian McClellan
Whiteside Dairy, 7311
Kimball Ave , Chino, CA
91710-9268 Agnes Vander
Poel
Santo Fe Uquor, 11 08 W. 5th
St. , San Bernardino, CA
92411 -2758 Ahlam Awad
Lom Burge Marketing, 420
McKinley, #111 -620, Corona,
CA 91719 Ahmad lmani
Earth's Beat, 32050 Hwy. 18,
Lucerne Valley, CA 92358
Alan Davidson
Soeo Pro-Polloh, 14698
Sk>ver Ave., Fontana, CA
92337-7144 Alex Sosa
Cl. . .lco Cookware
Distributors, 6200 Pegasus
Dr., Ste. 4, Riverside, CA
92503-8054 Alfonso MungUia

Phoenix Personal
Protection, 10146 Norwick
St., Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-3035 Alfred Reaza
Home Wortd, 2222 Frontage
Rd., Corona . CA 91720·2814
AHredo Domasin
Sorrentino's, 25655
Redlands Blvd ., Lorna Unda,
CA 92354-2015 Ali Arab
Allaona, 1119 S . Milliken Ave.,
Ste C, Ontalio CA 91761 81 08 Alison Clayton

Advance Petroleum Corp.,
7090 Archibald Ave., NB, Alfa
Lorna, CA 91701-5015 Allen
Roach
Beat RV Svc. & Repelr, 1058
W. 9th St., Upland, CA 917865726 Allison Sparrow
VIctory Enterprise, 1030
Milln St., San Bernardtno, CA
9241 0-1830 Allisong Wray
State Industrial Complex,
5025 W State St. , Ste. 10,
Ontario, CA 91762-3930
Almal Hashemeyan
A& T Importing &
Dtatrl-ng, 19059 Valley
Blvd . Ste. 403. Bloomongton.
CA 92316-2248 Alvaro Molina
Palm Springs Shell, 19820
lndoan Ave., N. Palm Springs.
CA 92258 Amelia Zappa
Little Tornoclo Custom
Wortla, 79499 Country Club
Dr., Ste. 2, Indio, CA922011204 Amy Wallace

Home

~lnment

Unkua, t 1899 Asian Ct .,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557·
6173 Angel Gonzalez

Mort,

11185 Rogers St., Riverside,
CA 92505-2626 Andreas Serr

v.ruc:.l Blind CI'NIIona,
16021 Sago Ad, NB, Apple
Valley, CA92307·2817 Andres

Munoz
Tlmco, 11601 Ebwanda Ave. ,
Fontana, CA 92337-6929
Andr-stein

Rubodoux Blvd., Riverside, CA
92509-6732 Angela
Leonards-Brake
New Generatlona Dance
Co., 41785 Enterprise Cir. S.,
Ste E, Temecula, CA 925909804 Angehna Petihe
Well Animal Company,
41743 Enterprise Cir. N., Ste
204, Temecula , CA 925905625 Angelo Cootti
'TWo (2) Key Auoclotea, 894
E. 6th St., Rialto, CA 923765279 Anita Tyson
l'wo Slateno Plants &
Things, 555 S. Sunrise Way,
Ste 108, Palm Springs, CA
92264·7869 Anna Contino
La Caaa De Mexico, 30705
Avenida, Cathedral City, CA
92234-2986 Juarez Annette
Ramirez
Tutt Enterprise, 1467
Labrador Cir., Corona, CA
91720-5768 Antoinette
Robison
Romans Electro Mechanics,
1865 7th St. , Riversode, CA
92507-4306 Anton1o Calderon
Arelessia's Boutique, 12890
Orleans Or., Moreno VaJiey,
CA 92555-2358 Arelessia
Conley
Mission Square Partnership,
3750 University Ave ., Ste.
270, Riversode, CA 92501 3313 Arlene Craig
Cortez Realty, 12756 Central
Ave , Chino, CA 91710-3556
Art Barboza
VIc's Pointing, 544 W
Rosewood Sl , Rialto, CA
92376-4841 Arthur Sonero
Bogele 275 S. Palm Canyon
Dr., Ste. C1 , Palm Sprongs, CA
92262-6358 Bagel USA Inc.
Pacific Collision Cntr.,
16616 Ceres Ave., NB,
Fontana, CA 92335-0811
Bahram Mashhood
Auntie M'a., 22300 Copa De
Oro Dr., Oro Grande, CA
92366-9616 Barbara Ormsby
Comfortmaker
Dlatrlbutlono, 3525 Walnut
Ave., Chono. CA 9171 0·2902
Barry Slogan
Egyptian Bazar, 1214 Myrtle
Dr . Upland. CA 91786-3457
Bassem Maxoimos
Westside Market, 286 N
Carlton Ave ., Blythe, CA
92225·141 0 Beatrice Soto
Perkins Werling Insurance
Svc., 66100 Ramon Rd ., Ste
B10 , Cathedral City. CA
92234-3388 Becky Perkins
El Camino Computer
School Corp., 109 W. H St.,
N1 04, CoHon , CA 92324-2922
Benjamin Hernandez
Thunderbird Ranch, 13600
Sundowner Ln., Lucerne
Valley, CA 92358-8289
Benjamin Wilson

Pleasure Vacations, 971 E.
Mariposa Dr., Rialto, CA
92376-3712 Bennie Herron
Loa Polmoo Pets, 707 N.
Palm Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262-5507
Bernadine Siva
O'Hara Auto Transport,
2104 t Valencia St. , Apple
Valley, CA 92308-7926
Bernard O 'Hara
Sexton '92 Commercial
Brokerage, 3593 Arlington
Ave., Ste. A, Riverside, CA
92506-3935 Bernice Rizzi
Redlands Prevention
Supplleo, 1417 Bella Vista,
Redlands , CA 92373-4986
Cres Beverly Krick
BH Construction Co., 80625
Uberia Pl ., Indio, CA 92201 1846 Billy Harper
Valencia Palms Nursing
Center, 82262 Valencia Ave.,
lndoo, CA 92201 ·3120 Blillne
Hendrickson
Alliance Co., 53 Bonita St. ,
Arcadia , CA 91006·362 4 Bob
Uu
Meadowview Concerned
Homeowners, 3061 7 Calle
Pina Colada, Temecula, CA
92591 · 1550 Bobboe Wittmann
Dependable Pool Svc.,
41561 Jamaica Sands Dr.,
Indio, CA 92201 -1475 Bobby
Gatlin
Kangaroo Food Mart, 28201
Date Palm Dr., Cathedral City,
CA 92234-4906 Bose
Pallivathucal
Big 'O' Tires, 8850 Archobald
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga ,
CA 91730·5202 Brad Cox
Warren Bradley Publishing
Group, 22746 Water View Or.,
Sun Coty, CA 92587·7553
Bradley Fraser
Candleamlth, 35131 Date
St., Yucaipa, CA 92399·3107
Brant Smith
B&B Creations, 2618 N.Palm
Ave., RiaHo, CA 92377-4222
Brenda Savage
Double J Farms, 16200 Keim
Blvd , Blythe, CA 92225·2358
Brent Oupper
Perwonal Investment Svc.,
380 N San Jacinto St , Ste.
102, Hemet. CA 92543·3111
Brett Axelson
Pool Medic, 2680 Highland
Ave., Apt. 1021 , Highland, CA
92346·2159 Brian Hagen
McTaggart & Associates, 6
Bonita Ln ., Palm Desert CA
92260·1626 Briar McTaggart
Vldeozone, 1329 Hwy. 2,
Wrightwood , CA 92397 Bruce
Brundage
Goloxy Fitness, 4355 Phelan
Rd .. Phelan , CA 92371· 7675
Bryan Vanesian
Yorba Properties, 13106
McKinley Ave., Chino, CA
91710-2923 Bryant Sellers
Whitewood Security Svc.,
18590 Readoness St. , #12 ,
Victorville, CA 92394-7919

ByungYoon
DeaertVolleyTV, 17508
Hercules St., NC-10, Hesperia,
CA 92345·7600 Cal Camara
Foxwell Repair Svc., 25895
Echo Valley Rd ., Homeland,
CA 92548·9622 Caleb
Ecrement
Freedom Industries, 42990
El Domino Pl., Temecula, CA
92592-2117 Cameron
Tillmann
New Phaoe Mgmnt., 74947
Hwy. 111 , #205, Indian Wells ,
CA 92210 Carey Derler
Eagles Wlnga Christian
Church, 1201 N _A St., Perris,
CA 92570-t 911 Carl Wiggins
Caveman Pizza, 23753
Sunnymead Blvd ., Moreno
Valley, CA 92553·3072 Carla
Rogers
Carlos Guzman & Assoc .,
375 W. 7th St , San
Bernardino, CA 92401 -1125
Carlos Guzman
Mall Depot Of Upland, 155 C
St , Upland CA 91786-6028
Carol Treiche
Carolyn's Cookie Jars, 1458
N. San Antonio Ave., Upland,
CA 9 1786-2752 Carolyn
Powell
The Hodge Podge
Collection , 710 W Vesta St.,
Ontario, CA-91 762-3318
Catherine Osornio
Professional Legal Svc.,
15487 Seneca Rd ., Ste. 101 ,
Victorville, CA 92392·2265
Cecil Ford
Office Equlpmen1 Mobile
Svc., 28795 Red Gum Ad ,
Lake Elsinore, CA 925322049 Charles Uva
Tur1~Fectlon Lawn &
Garden, 2054 Fairmount
Blvd., Riverside, CA 92501 1844 Charlie Webb
Computer Imaging
Concepts, 7900 Umonite
Ave., Ste. G , Riverside, CA
92509-6169 Charlotte Stovall
JNW Coffee Svc., 15591
Undero St., Victorville, CA
92392-9436 Cherie Berg
Koo's Furniture TV
Appliance, 4135 Chicago
Ave., Riverside , CA 925075341 Choon Koo
Construction Systems,
24090 Crowned Partridge Ln .,
Murroeta, CA 92562-4655
Chris Wo~
The Primrose I, 11619
Murphy St , Lorna Unda, CA
92354-3621 Chris Uyemura
Euclid Pet, 1739 S. Euclid
Ave., Ontario, CA g1762-5831
Christel Cox
Los Palm as VIllas, 1404 N.
Palm Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262-4408
Chr istian Salmon
Top Of The World Realty,
6650 Buckeye Dr , Fontana,
CA 92335-51 03 Christina
Franco
Crystal Waters Pool Svc.,

7955 Pearl St., Alta Lorna, CA
91701 -1831 Christine
Kesterson
Genuine Gl Surplus, 9975
Hwy. 395 , Oak Hills,. CA
92345 Christopher
Sherbourne
Sterling Electric Co., 44205
Sandia Creek Dr., Temecula,
CA 92590·31 76 Claire Garcia
C&M Svc. Co., 15t 11
Pipeline Ave., Spc. 247,
Chino, Hills, CA 91709-2675
Clarence Petersen
Sun City Marketing, 26013
Chambers Ave., Sun City, CA
92586-2122 Clarence Akins
Panache Day Spa, 2955 Van
Buren Blvd., Ste. E4,
Riverside, CA 92503-5675
Clarissa Bowles
1st Interstate Funding , 1571
Hanford St. , Redlands , CA
9237 4-2697 Claude Cornoe
The Basket Case, 7364 Del
Monte Ave., Yucca Valley, CA
92284-8007 Claudia Coleman
Delinquent Apparel , 3360
Honeybrook Way, Apt . 2,
Ontario, CA 91 761 -0309
Clemente Benavides
Cliff's Home Repair, 1480 N
Indian Canyon Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262·4759
Clifford Patton
Accu-Scrlpt, 2637 Ladera
Cor., Corona , CA 91719·5833
Connie Davis
Heavenly Scent
Housekeeping, 39685 Wild
Flower Or. , Murrieta, CA
92563·5542 Corace Bullions
C's Coffee & Juice Bar, 1688
N _Perris Blvd ., #L4, Perris ,
CA 92571·4709 Corey
Newton
Cottage One Real Estate,
1625 E. G St. , Apt. 5C,
Ontario, CA 91764-5407
Courage Ekhaguere
CJ Landscaping & Garden,
811 Ashley St , Hemet, CA
92545-4 746 Craog Bradley
A.C.S., 15634 Pine Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335-4417
Craig Swearingen
Homes 78 Associates, 6051
Falling Tree Ln ., Alta Lorna ,
CA 91737 ·2817 Craig Nelson
MD Plumbing, 29777 Santa
Maria Dr., Sun City, CA
92587-7426 Curtis Metheny
Cobo's Auto Repair, 26434
Alturas Creek Or., Moreno
Valley, CA 92555·6821
Custodio Cobo
Runyon Enterprise, 1172 E.
26th St, San Bernardino, CA
92404-4133 Cynthia Runyon
Artistic Angles, 31805 Hwy
79 South, #D3 , Temecula, CA
92592 Cynthoa Magoera
VIdeo Visions, 294 Triangle
Nook Rd., Crestline, CA
92325 Dael Wilcox
Weatech, 1760 California
Ave., Ste. 105, Corona, CA
91719-3397 Daolee Pa
Snap On Toole, 10890 Nuevo

Dr., Fontana, CA 92337·7547
Dale Peeler
Oalm arko Design s, 13326
Elliot Ave., Chono, CA 91710·
5254 Dale Stansbury
Mar-Lyn Contai ner, 10955
Arrow Ate., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730-4801
Dan Brough
Big 0 Ente rpri se, 231 E.
Alessandro Blvd., #A383,
Riverside, CA 92508·6039
Daniel Dodgen
Thrifty Screen & Glass,
5824 Ocotillo Ave.
Twentynone Palms. CA 92277.
2334 Danny Schilling
U.S.Tunnellng, 1085
Compton Ave., Corona, CA
91719·1704 Darcy Hodges
GKD Transport, 5703 Ocasa
Or.• M1ra Lema, CA 917523012 Dario De Martino
U ttle D's Hair & Nails Salon,
18361 Bear Valley Ad ,
Hesperia, CA 92345·4942
Darla Jensen
In stituti on Of Martia l Arts,
604 W 6th St, #Q, Corona,
CA 91720·3209 Darrin Phillips
H&H Enterprise, 3936
Phelan Rd, Ste. B14, Phelan.
CA 92371·4143 Dave
Holtzendorff
Eagle Restoration, 422 S.
Allen St.. San Bernardino, CA
92408·1538 David Wiltshire
Barbie 's Closet, 6638 Park
Ave., Rialto, CA 92376-2627
Dawn Northey
DJ & Associates, 39880
Tinderbox Way, Murrieta. CA
92562-4n9 Deanna Jarvis
Lee's Doze r Renta l, 11500
Geyser Dr.. Mira Lema, CA
91752-1653 Debbie Lee
Reflections Skin Care, 4160
Hoghland Ave., Highland, CA
92346·2750 Deborah Means
Stokes
Scents & Sensibility, 73520
El Paseo, PaJm Desert, CA
92280-4338 Debra Fenn
Del 's Computers, 5838
Applecross Or., Riverside , CA
92507 ·6450 Delbert Cooper
Jr.
Exec. Signers, 1042 N.
Mountain Ave., #B -432,
Upland, CA 91786-3631 Delia
Jimenez
Desert Home Health Care,
158 N. Broadway, Blythe, CA
92225-1608, Denise Hunt
Kol Security, 3223 Temescal
Ave., Norco, CA 91760-2179
Danna Ferris
Masonry Builders, 28810
Lakeview Ave., #1179, Nuevo,
CA 92567-9138 Dennis
Utesch
Borg-Warner Services, 348
W. Hosp~aloty Ln., #201 , San
Bernardino, CA 92408·3242
Diana Bligh
Calimesa Motor Lodge, 616
W. Avenue, Calimesa, CA
92320-1108 Dilip Am in
Daybreak Adult Day Health

Cntr., 268 McArthur Way,
Upland, CA 91786·5615 Dono
Raimondi
Cedar Trans cripti on, 24618
Ormista Dr., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553·3802 Dixie Phillops
Carousel ice Cream, 43430
Flonda Ave., Ste. A. Hemet.
CA 92544--5298 Dominic Parisi
Stte Setters Of Hemet, 3007
W Florida Ave., #222, Hemet,
CA 92545·3617 Don
Sk1dmore
La Mon Marketing Grou p,
2t0 N Beechwood Ave .. Apt
241, Rialto. CA 92376·7925
Donahue Farrow
B usine ss Com p uting
Sp ec ialist, 32643 Hoslop Way,
Temecula, CA 92592·1170
Donald Lambert Sr
Superior Forklift Svc., 1538
N 1st Ave .. Upland, CA
91786-2307 Donavan
Newman
Redes Photo gra p hy, 35375
Beech Ave.,Yucaipa. CA
92399·3923 Donna Redes
Pharmacy Board Sho p,
12053 Mariposa. #H,
Victorville, CA 92392
Donovan Damron
Healthcare Consulti ng Svc.,
108 E. 20th St. Upland. CA
91784-1660 Dora Borsattino
Double 0 Trucking, 365
Buckskin Ln., Norco, CA
91760·2122 Doug Kane
Entitlement Consultants ,
8602 Wheeler Ave., Fontana,
CA 92335·3855 Douglas
Smith
VIsual Frontiers, 79185
Diane Dr., La OUinta, CA
92253-4240 Duane Valencia
Applied Fasteners, 11575
Barker Rd., Victorville, CA
92392·2042 Duston Stephens
OG Gravatt Construction
Co. , 5194 Orange Blossom
Ln ., Chono, CA 91710-1813
Dusty Gravatt
Plant N' Earth Enterprise,
29483 Rancho Cal Rd .,
#61 1 ,Temecula, CA 92591
Dwayne Sperl
Nleholson Rental &
Leasing, 3832 Brennan Ave.,
Perris , CA 92571 -3109 Ed
Nicholson
Summer Stone Productions,
11875 Pigeon Pass Rd.,#411 ,
Moreno Valley, CA 925576039 Eddie Summers
San Bernardino
Construction, 2400 W. Base
Una St., San Bernardino, CA
92410·t006 Edgar Hottman
EMC Auto Sales, 2529 S.
Calaveras Pl ., Ontario, CA
9t 761 -6208 Edmund Cuolty
Westtech Environmental,
3195 Riverside Or., Chino, CA
91710·2951 Edward Scott Ill
Cafe Mirage, 36101 #E1 Bob
Hope Dr.. Rancho Mirage, CA
92270 El Mirage Cafe Inc.
Moore's Auto Detail Svc.,
14073 Stinson Ct .. Fontana,

CA 92336·2939 Elbert Moore
Alex ander's Cleaning Svc.,
435 Delle Dr, Crestline. CA
92325 Elizabeth Fogt
J & E Enterprise, 21900
Barton Ad . Ste t 70, Grand
Terrace, CA 92313·4403 Elsa
lngralls
Ga llery El Paaeo, 73405 El
Paseo, #31E, Palm Desert,
CA 92260·4214 Elwood Bush
En grava ble Enterprise In c.,
1 Mills Cir . Ste. 2. Ontario,
CA 91764·5216 Engravable
Ent Inc
EDF Mana g ement , 16180
Bear Valley Rd., Vlctorvllle.
CA 92392·8706 Eroberto De
LaPaz
Sierra West Prod u cts, 1711
Coolidge St., Corona, CA
91719-1171 Eric Soto
Inl and Valley Dentistry, 1887
Business Center Or Ste. 2b,
San Bernardino, CA 924083400 Erich Herber
ER Repa ir Net, 516 Orange
Creek Rd., Perris, CA 92570
Erma Andres·Salumbides
Perris Va lley Computer &
Bu s. Eqpmt., 144 Malbert
Rd . Ste. A. Perris, CA 925708384 Ernest Allgood Jr.
Exp ress Mortgag e Svc.,
25411 Birchtree Or . Murrieta.
CA 92563·5316 Ernesto
Valdez
Truck & Auto Fleet Svc.,
28733 Via Montezuma, Ste. I,
Temecula, CA 92590-2514
Ester Del Ouco
Edge Envi ronmental Svcs.,
1952 Hibiscus St Corona,
CA 91720·5824 Eugene
Farnsworth
Eva 's Styling Salon, 1003
Grapefruit Blvd., Coachella,
CA 92236-1873 Evangelina
Castro
Nanny And Me, 16850
Jasmine St., T·12, Victorville,
CA 92392 Evelyn Schatz
Gal ope Musical, 9131 Citrus
Ave., Ste. E, Fontana, CA
92335·5524 Federico
Terrazas
F&F Grading, 86275 Ave. 50 ,
Coachella , CA 92236-1963
Felix Flores
Aztec Quality Fence Co.,
65995 Thorton Or., Desert Hot
Springs, CA 92240 Fidel
Acosta
Cal Classic Properties, 4741
Arrow Hwy., #B , Montclair, CA
91763· 1209 Florence Hunter
Temecula Valley Inn, 140 E.
Stetson Ave ., #195 , Hemet,
CA 92543-7139 Floyd
Janeway
Epoh lnvesters, 2075 Palos
Verdes Dr N, Ste. 214, Lomrta,
CA 90717-3726 Fook Chan
Mojo Enterprise, 9557
Sunflower St., Alia Lorna, CA
91737-2243 Fran Messenger
Vergara's Med. Supplies,
6185 Magnolia Ave., #217,
Riverside, CA 92508-2524

Franc1ne Vergara
Bullet Warehouse &
Log ist ics, 3838 Wacker Dr,
Mora Lorna. CA 91752·1147
Francis Brower
Little Green On ion, 6723
Brockton Ave .. Riverskte. CA
92506-3023 Francisco Blas
Cyber-Latlno, 2348 Sterling
Ave., #429, San Bernardino,
CA 92404·4624 Frank Santos
All Seaso ns Landsc ape, 147
N Brinton Or., San Jacinto,
CA 92583·3226 Fred Perez
Cleaners 4 You, 4669
Sunnyside Or., Riverstde, CA
92506·2371 Fredrocl< Arnold
Millwood & Associates,
30456 Avenida Del Padre,
Cathedral City, CA 92234
2859 Garold Miller Jr.
Gaye Marie's Sewing Lab .
7107 Arlington Ave, #J.
Riverside, CA 92503-1519
Gaye Garside
Yum Yum Don uts Franchise
N33B, 205 E. Foothill Blvd
Roalto, CA 92376-5159
Genoveva Villegas
Redlands Sprinkler &
Lan d sca pe, 10756 Nevada
St Redlands. CA 92373·
8040 George Morrison
Wholesale Antique Mall, 320
E. 6th St, Beaumont. CA

92223-2214 Gerald Watter
Zlpco Gas & 011 Co., 20000
N Indian Ave., N Palm
Spnngs, CA 92258 Gerald1ne
Zappa
Premiere Bus lnesa Sv c.,
2712 Annapolis Cir, San
Bernardino, CA 92408-4108
Gilbert Villalpando
Mako Bay, 38780 Vosta Del
Bosque, Murrieta. CA 925627118 Gina Ratliff
Members For
Me adowbro ok, 26734 Peach
St, Perris. CA 92570·9243
Gladys Ramsdell
A Clear Im age Wi ndow
Cleani ng, 25170 Washington
Ave., Murrieta, CA 925627237 Glen Buechler
Darli ngs Ball Bond s, 100 E
Williams St , Barstow. CA
92311-2816 Gloria Darling
M 0 R E Investment Co.,
26361 Chambers Ave Sun
City. CA 92566·2128 G
Ocanas
Montclair Auto Svc., 10642
Ramona Ave., Montclair, CA
91763-4119 Godofredo
Plancarte
Allwln Vends Plus, 1 Silver
Cir.. Rancho M~rage, CA
92270·1919 Gordon Kenyon
Progressive Health Care ,

Coming Soon

iNLAND EMPIRE

bus1ness 1ourna
Is your compaay oo OUR list'! It
sbould be!! tr yo• tblak your compllay qualifies to be lacladed oa ••Y of
ttr.e above lists aad yo• lane Dol
rtcelnd a simple qaestioaalrt from
Irdond Empirr Busintss Journal,
please coat..d Jeny at:

(909) 484-9765

AD DEADLINE
JUNE 22
For information call:
(909) 484-9765 ext- 21
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MONTClAIR

The Rialto Chamber ofCommerce
cordially invites you to the
1997-1998 Installation &
Awards Dinner ~

Chamber of Commerce
Experience "The MarketPlace"
the lOth Annual BUSINESS EXPO
at the Montclair Plaza!
July 26 & 27, 1997

featuring

~

The "State of the City" Address

$300 Members, $350 non-members. Call (909) 624-4569 for details.

by

The Honorable Mayor John Longyille

Lorna Unda
Chamber of Commerce

Thursday, June 19, 1997
Six o'clock in the evening
El Rancho Verde Country Club

Ninth Annual

Scramble Golf Tournament

Silent Auction
Bklck Tr.e Optional

Wednesday, June 25, 1997
Palm Meadows, (fonnerlyl Norton AF.B.
Major Sponsorships Still Available
Gather your foursome and have some fun!

Call the Chamber at (909) 875-5364
for reservations ... TODAY!

For information call the Oaarnber at (909) 799-2828

-------------------------------------------------------------------.,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
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FAX 909-391-3160

0

MANNERINO

=~BRIGUGLIO

FAX or MAIL

l

DISPLAY RATES: $70/inch ; 1" min. LINE RATES: $11.65/line; 6 lines
min. Avg. 30 characters/line. Frequency discounts available for BOTH
display & line. CONFIDENTIAL BOX CHARGE : $25/insertion. Box #
will be assigned by the publisher. Business card ads can be purchased at a flat rate of $150. Fill out form below in full. Use additional
sheet of paper for ad copy if needed. Type or print clearly. All ads must
be pre-paid - no exceptions. Send check, M.O., VISA, or M/C.
Deadlines: 20th of the month preceeding date of issue.
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Category: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad Copy: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Horsc ndcr~r people who
want to learn--can be back in
the saddk agam at Cal Poly
Pomona's Equine Outn.:ach. The progmm offr.:rs riders of all levt!ls a
choice of three summer horsch<tck
packmg trip~ in lht: Sierra Nt:vadas:
tho Wild Mustang Ecology Fidd
Program hdd June 4 to 7 costs $490

per
pt:rson,
the
Mountain
Horsemanship Horse Packtng in the
Wilduness hdd Aug. 2 to 6 costs
$595
per
person,
and
the
Backcountry Horse Packing and
Camping Trip hdd from Aug H to 14
costs $750 p!!r rxrson. For more
information, call Robert Bray at
(909) 869-2224.

\1onday

Nancy Couch, (909) 621-4147

Antmal lovt:rs c<tn see a varit:ty
of exottc antmals at the Animal
o\.mba~sador~ shov. from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Temecula Art Gallery,
42130 Main St., Temecula. For more
information, call (909) 693-1979.

Businc:-.s
Bu1ldcr:-o
of
Rancho
Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a_m at Socorro's
Mexican Restaurant. 10276 Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga Membership: S25.
Contact: Dawn Grey, (909) 484-5244; Shirley
Patnck, (909) 625-2386

The Institute of Management Accoun
tants Inland Empire Chapter. the fourth
Wednesday of the month, 6:10 a.m. at the
Mission Inn, 3649 Seventh St, Riverside
Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext

12

Personal Break Through/Networking,
weekly 7 am. at 73H5 Carnelian St., Rancho
Cucamonga. The club meets to diSCUSS maximizing-business and personal leverage.
Contact Warren Hawkins. (909) 626-2681 or
(909) 5t7 .{)220 (pager)

The Rancho Cucamonga Women's
Chapter of All La~-.en 's Leads Club. weekly.
7:15a.m. at Mimi's C'afe, 370 N Mlluntain
Avenue. Info: Patricia Brookmgs. (909) 981·
4t59 or (909) 594-5t59

4

t06.

Consumer Business Network, weekly, 7
a.m. at Michael Js, 201 N Vineyard Ave.,
Ontario. Meeting Charge: S15 including

Business Network International, La
Verne Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Cine's, 309
E. Foothill Blvd., Pomona Contact: Donald
Clag"', (909) 593-35tt

breakfast. Contact: (818) 446-1986. Host
Sandy Patterson.

Business Network International, Inland
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30 a.m. at
Mimi's Cafe, 370 N. Mountain Ave., Upland
Contact: Lorie Martinez. (909) 608-0500.

Business Network International , Upland
Chapter, weekly, 7 am. at Denny's, 385 S
Mounlain Ave., Upland Contact: Jim
Mangiapane, (909) 946-6616.

Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Claremont
Chapler, weekly, 7:15am at the Claremont

The Chino Hills Chapter of Leads Club,
weekly, 7:15am_ at Mimi's Cafe, 3890Grand
Ave., Chino. Contact: Nicole Smith. (909)
393-4304, or Sh;rtcy Ash, (800) 767-7337
Friday

Business Network lnlemational , Chino
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 am. at Mimi's
Cafe, Spectrum Marketplace, 3890 Grand
Ave., Chino. Contact: Mike Agee, (909) 591-

City, State: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Card# : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Business Network International, Rancho

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
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The California Venture Forum, weekly,
7:30a.m. at !he cafeteria of South Coast Air
Quality Management District, 21865 E.
Copley Drive (at Golden Springs), El Monte
Contact: Eli Yorba, (818) 332-2685.

0992.

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"Had laws not been, we never had been b/am 'd; for
not to know we Sl!Zfl 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITE 110 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730
(909) 980-1100 • FAX (909) 941-8610

Start your morning and
your business off by learnmg "What Media is the
Best Buy!' Hosted by the Consumer
Business Network News, the meeting
is located at Michael Js, 201 N.
Vineyard Ave .. Ontario. The charge of
$15 includes breakfast. For additional
mformation, call (818) 446-1986.

Thursday
Thtsday

Wednesday

Date(s) of Insertion: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6

8
---------------------REGULARLY SCHEDULED EVENTS

Inn, 555 W Foolhill Blvd., Claremont
Contact: Philip Board, (909) 981-1720
Regional office: (800) 767-7337.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--------Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Enjoy the warm summer
evenings
in
picturesque
Temecula and join otht:rs at the
Summer NighL'i in Old Town, where
shops stay open late· and lots ot activ·
ties keep you moving For more
information, call (909) 69<J-RI3R

Saturday

Cucamonga Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m, at Plum
Tree Restaurant, I t70 W Foothill Blvd.,

People Helping People to Keep Dreams
Alive!, weekly, 1:30 p.m. at The Peoples

Rancho Cucamonga_ Contacl.
Cuncny, (909) 467-96t2

Place, 135 W First Street, Claremont Info:
Dr 0 M Ycc, (909) 624-6663.

Michael

West End Executives· Association,
weekly, 7 to 8 a.m. at Ontario Airport Marriott

Sunday

Hotel, 2200 E. Holt Blvd., Ontario. Contact·
(909) 949-1525, or (8t8) 960-5834

Claremont
Master
Motivators
Toastmasters Club, weekly, 6 to 7:30 p.m

Toastmasters Club 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45
a.m. at Denny's, northwest comer of Seventh

in the Jagels Building at Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. lOth St.,

Street and Mountam Avenue in Upland_ Info:

Week, (909) 982-3430

Claremont. Contact Chuck or Dolores

-19 Go from rags to nches

17

after attending the Apparel
Industry Product Costing
Seminar, an intensive three-day workshop at the Cal Poly Pomona campus
thai will lead participants through the
process of product costing. Led by
Bob Lowder of Charles Gilbert
Associates, Inc., the workshop will be
held 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day.
Costs vary for sessions. For more
infonnation, call
the Apparel
Technology and Research Center at
(909) 869-5293.

Discover
one
of
America's best kept
secrets. Tucked away
along the Mexican border in southwestern Arizona, the Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument is home
to the most spectacu Jar desert vegetation in the United States. II is the
only place where the giant organ
pipe cactus occurs, along with the
saguaro, the multi-branched ocotillo
and the red-flowered harrel cactus.
For more tnformation on how to
include this oasis in your vacation
plan, call the Palm Springs Desert

24

Museum at (760) 325-0189.

26

Piug mto the Internet a.nd
see how your business
will bt:ndit by attendmg
The Internet and Your Business wrrk
shop. llosted by The Small Bu<on
Development Center. Pomona, the
workshop will cover marketmg
advantages of ustng the net, effective
tt:chniques for on-line promotions, the
cost of Internet marketing, and sccuri
ly issues related to doing bu~mt:S...'i
The workshop is scheduled from 7 to
9 p.m. f'or more information, contact
the Mt. San Antonio College Small
Busmess Development Ct:nter al
(909) 629-2247.

26

The media bargain of the
year is waiting at the second
annual
Inland
Empire Ad Club Media Auction. Jam
fellow professionals in the adverttsing
and marketing fields from 6 to 8:30
p.m. at the J. Fillippi Winery, 12467
Baseline Rd. in Rancho Cucamonga.
Newspaper, magazine, radio and
cable space will be up for auction.
Also available will be restaurant and
hotel script, sporting event tickets,
regional event passes and more.
Admission to the auction is free. For
more information, call Victoria Seitz,
Inland Empire Ad Club president, at
(909) 880-5753.

3O

Creative culinary crafters
should whip out their
whisks and spatulas in
time to join the world-renowned
French culinary academy, Le Cordon
Bleu. Teaming with Cal Poly
Pomona's School of Hotel and
Restaurant Management is Le Cordon
Bleu 's Michel Cliche, Chef de
Cuisine and Meilleur Ouvrier de
France. The classes, held June 30
through July 3, are comprised of three
sessions, one of which will cover
bistro cuisine, the regional cuisme of
Burgundy, classical cuisine and
desserts. For more information, call
the special-events hotline at (909)
869-4485.

